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The purpose of the thesis is to design, construct,

program, and test an automatic integrated circuit test

system. The class of integrated circuits tested was res-

tricted to digital integrated circuits. The general con-

cept of testing a digital integrated circuit is based on

the truth table of that circuit. A combination of logical

ones and zeros is applied to the inputs of a digital in-

tegrated circuit, and the analog output is converted into

a digital value by means of an analog-to-digital converter

and is transferred to the memory of the mini-computer.

The mini-computer compares the digitized value with some

pre-determined limits and makes a decision based on the

computer program stored inside its memory. Programming

the mini-computer was done in machine language and the



result of testing whether or not the digital integrated

circuit under test met a given set of specifications was

printed out on a teletypewriter connected to the mini-

computer.

The tester consists of a matrix switch, power supplies,

a clock, logic circuitry, analog-to-digital and digital-to-

analog converters, and a PDP-8/L mini-computer with an

automatic send-receive teletypewriter. With the exception

of the mini-computer with its teletypewriter and power

supplies, the tester was designed, constructed, programmed,

and tested, and it worked. Computer programs for testing

some digital integrated circuits and their results of

testing are shown in the Appendixes.

Only a small variety of digital integrated circuits

were tested by the tester, and the results indicated that

the concept behind this testing procedure worked. Given

enough time and hardware, it appears that this concept

can be extended to test more varieties of integrated cir-

cuits.
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DESIGN OF A MINI-COMPUTER CONTROLLED DIGITAL
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT TESTER

I. INTRODUCTION

The fast growth in the accessibility, powers and the

use of digital computers for purposes of data processing,

storage, numerical computation, control, and retrieval of

information is having a deep impact on all branches of

engineering and science. While many branches of en-

gineering and science are primarily concerned with the use

of digital computers, electrical engineering, by virtue

of its long standing and deep involvement in information

processing technology, has concern not only with the use

but more importantly, with the conception, design, and

construction of digital computers. Furthermore, electri-

cal engineering is deeply involved in a wide range of

areas which border on or are contributory to computer

technology, such as: integrated circuits, microelectro-

nics, switching theory, control systems, finite state

systems, pattern recognition, communication systems, adap-

tive systems, recording, memory system, data retrieval,

and data transmission.

A comprehensive engineering program must provide

opportunities for the application of theoretical concepts

to the solution of realistic engineering problems. As
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digital systems and computer engineering concepts are

integrated into the electrical engineering curriculum,

laboratory programs must include work with logic circuits,

digital networks, and mini-computers.

Central to any logic laboratory are the actual logic

elements that form the building blocks of digital systems.

Virtually all modern digital equipment is now built from

integrated circuits (IC's) rather than discrete components.

There is a large array of IC's available today, and new

circuits appear on the market almost daily. The com-

plexity of these integrated circuits ranges from the so-

called SST (Small Scale Integration), those containing one

or two gates, to MSI (Medium Scale Integration) packages

providing, for example, 4-bit adders or shift registers

in one package, to LSI (Large Scale Integration) units

which may contain, for example, a 1024-bit high speed

semiconductor memory array and the associated decoding

circuitry, all on a single silicon chip.

A digital system constructed with logic elements

which are digital integrated circuits (IC's) would function

properly only if the IC's individually function properly.

This then raises the question: How can one make sure that

a digital integrated circuit functions as it should? The

answer to this question is that if one has any doubts

about an IC, one has to test it before it is put into a
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system. Static testing of an IC can be done either manual-

ly using a voltmeter if the IC is not very complex or it

can be done with the aid of a computer. It is the latter

method that is of interest and this paper centers on this

method.

Statement of the Problem

As indicated earlier, a digital system would function

properly only if the digital IC's in it individually func-

tions correctly. If the number of IC's to be tested is

large, the task of testing can be prohibitive. Thus, a

need arises for some kind of computer aided method of

testing. Specifically, it is desired to have a system

which would accept an IC and upon receiving a command from

a human operator, the system would systematically test the

IC and would yield a printed output indicating the status

of the IC. The term "systematically" is used here to mean

that the system is to test the IC under different input

conditions and to detect and/or indicate the output of the

IC under the corresponding input conditions. For laboratory

usage, an output in the form of a truth table is both

desirable and heuristic. For production line usage, per-

haps a green light to denote a "good" IC and a red light

to denote a "bad" IC would be sufficient.



Significance of the .Problem

As integrated circuits become more complex, the method

of testing becomes more complicated. Speed requirement

coupled with large numbers of testing condition necessi-

tates the aid of a computer. The scope of the tester

described in this paper is rather limited due to limita-

tions of the available mini-computer and the hardware

incorporated in the system. However, the, concepts involved

in this tester can be applied in a larger and more sophis-

ticated system and thus would have wider applicability and

more versatility. In addition to being useful for testing

IC's, the tester can serve as a heuristic system.

The Purpose of the Tester

The tester described in this paper was designed to

test primarily TTL (Transistor-Transistor Logic) digital

IC's. It does functional testing primarily. Two IC para-

meters which it can test are sink current and unit-load

current. TTL circuits are most widely used and selected

for laboratory work because of its low cost, high speed,

good noise immunity, high fan-out capability, and the

variety of available logic functions. Also, TTL is the

most rapidly expanding family, including most new MSI



announcements. The choice of testing primarily TTL digi-

tal IC's is motivated by the numerous advantages offered

by this family as noted above.

Other families of logic, while important to specializ-

ed systems designers, are not appropriate for general use

in a digital logic laboratory. Emitter Coupled Logic, for

example, has a number of disadvantages in a school la-

boratory. One of these disadvantages which is due to the

extremely high speed of this logic family is the require-

ment for a high frequency oscilloscope and a high frequency

pulse generator both of which may not be available in some

school laboratories. Diode-Transistor Logic is acceptable

in a school laboratory but it has as a major disadvantage

the fact that it is significantly slower than TTL.

Assumptions of the Tester

In designing the tester, use is made of the fact that

when the input of a digital IC is open-circuited, that

input is considered as a logical one by the IC. This fact

is assumed to hold true with all TTL digital IC's. This

assumption does not make the tester unrealistic because

all TTL digital IC's have multi-emitter transistor(s) as

inputs. An open-circuited emitter at the input of a logic

circuit acts as a logical one to the circuit. On the
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other hand, a grounded input is assumed to be considered

as a logical zero by the circuit. This latter assumption

is consistent with the way a logical zero is defined in a

positive logic system. Thus both assumptions are justified.

Limitations of the Tester

Because of the numerous advantages offered by the TTL

family, this family was chosen asavehicle in laying out

the design of the tester. Inherently then, the tester is

limited in its testing capabilities to only the TTL and

DTL families. Other limitations are the following: The

accuracy and resolution of the tester are limited by the

accuracy and resolution of the components which were used

to construct the tester, and only two kinds of parametric

testing can be done by the tester. The last limitation is

due to the fact that there are many kinds of parametric

testing which are desirable in general, but in school

laboratory environment only a few are germane, and to in-

corporate all kinds of parametric testing into the tester

would be a prohibitively large task. It is to be noted,

however, that these limitations are physical rather than

conceptual limitations.
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II. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

IC testing is an extension of transistor and diode

testing. The first automatic semiconductor test equipment

was designed for testing transistors and diodes and was

manually programmed to supply the proper biases, limits,

and classification criterions. Once programmed, the in-

struments were fully automatic in operation, the chief

restriction on test rate being the speed with which an

operator could insert transistors or diodes into the test

socket and place them in bins according to test results.

The manually programmed tester is a practical approach to

the problem of testing relatively small number of tests.

Most IC testing, however, involves complexity beyond the

practical limitations of manual programming.

This situation has led to the development of test

equipment on which most attention is focused these days --

test systems automatically programmed by computer, tape,

or printed circuit card.

The following is a brief review of some of the IC

testers which have been built and some literature on the

topic of fault detection.

Bryson (11) reported a magnetic-disc operating system

built by Fairchild. The system Series 4000M, can auto-

matically test, data-log, and sort a wide range of micro-
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circuits with up to 20 leads. The system has the flexi-

bility and accuracy needed for laboratory testing, but

can be used equally well for automatic full-scale pro-

duction testing, quality-control testing or incoming in-

spection. The magnetic disc provides 36 data tracks for

test information. Each track is divided into 20 tests,

with 60 characters per test and four bits per character.

A 16-key adding-machine-type keyboard is provided for

entering or changing stored data. This tester can do 60

GO/NO-GO tests in a second.

Monitor Systems, Inc., (48), developed a low-cost

IC tester, Model 851, that features selectable pulse

rates and levels, adjustable power supplies, and selectable

circuit loads. Separate plug-ins program the tester for

the appropriate electrical tests for each type of IC. A

typical IC can be checked in 15 seconds. De outputs are

monitored on a front-panel meter and dynamic responses are

observed on an oscilloscope.

Weniger (75) classified IC testers available according

to size (small, medium, and large). The Monitor 851 men-

tioned above is classified as a small tester. A medium

size tester is the Computer Test Corporation's MICA-I50.

This instrument is a dc tester and provides voltage and

current values on a digital meter with an accuracy of 0.1%.

Once the tester set up for a specific IC model, the
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operator uses only the push button keyboard to step from

test to test. Test results are shown on a digital volt-

meter only after the voltage is applied to the IC for a

pre-determined length of time. A large size tester is

the Teradyne Model J259. This system is made up of five

subsystems: A source of stimuli and biases, a measuring

system, switching circuits, a digital computer, and gating

and steering circuits. The tester performs GO/NO-GO testing

as well as data logging. Test speed is 2 to 5 ms per IC.

The system can be multiplexed to serve several test sta-

tions.

Microdyne Instruments, Inc., (46), introduced their

Model 701 IC tester as a low-cost unit which features two

bipolar voltage power supplies, discrete component circuits,

and an IC pulse generator. To perform a series of test on

an IC, the operator first sets the power supply and current

limits to the values determined by the manufacturer.

Next, the load is attached to the external binding posts,

and the patch plug is inserted. A selector switch deter-

mines to what section of the IC the power supply and the

load are connected and four buttons select the sequence of

tests. Voltage and currents are read on a meter while

output conditions, such as on-off state, are indicated by

lamps.
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Weniger (76) reported that ac measurements are the

most critical of any test that can be performed on an IC,

and ac tests are most often avoided. One of several

testers that can perform ac or switching time measurements

is the Fairchild Series 5000 tester. The digital time

and voltage module of this tester can measure switching

times of both pulse and ac waveforms between 1 kHz and

300 MHZ with an accuracy of about 1%. This system uses a

sampling bridge and a pulse stretcher as a zero detector

in a closed loop feedback system. The output of the IC

under test is connected to both an active probe and the

specified load at the same time. The Fairchild 5000 test

system is a disc programmed tester. It can handle up to

200 tests per second. Another system which can perform

ac measurements is the E-H Research Model 4002. This is

a computer operated dynamic tester with a core memory of

128,000 bits. Dynamic measurements with this system are

all done in a single shot. When the pulse generator

triggers, it delivers a single pulse to the device under

test. Following a programmed delay, either a strobing

voltmeter or a switching time converter is used to make a

measurement of instantaneous voltage level or a measure-

ment of time intervals. Depending on the generators

used, the system has a capability of measuring up to 200

MHz repetition rate and risetime of 200 ps. The instrument
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can also measure time intervals in the range of 1 ps up to

1 us.

Moskowitz (51) reported a tester that is a digitally

controlled tester and that can be programmed directly by

technicians who do not necessarily have to have computer

programming background. This is desirable for small com-

panies that do not have a full-time computer programmer.

The Optimized Devices Inc.'s Model 5000 IC tester is such

an instrument. Its test programs are stored on inter-

changeable magnetic disks -- 100 tests per side. New

programs are entered by setting data on direct-reading

dials and pressing a record button. The data for the

entire test is then transferred to the disk storage. All

bias levels, limits, ranges, test numbers, and commands

are set with digital switches on the program module.

Blakeslee (6) reported a tester which was built at

Scientific Data Systems. Its tester contains an SDS 910

Computer, a magnetic tape unit, a teletype, a strip printer,

a sampling unit, and control circuitry. The magnetic tape

unit stores the test programs for more than 300 types of

digital and analog modules. More than 500 tests can be

performed on a typical module in about three seconds. If

the module fails, the high speed strip printer produces

an error message. The test programs also find and identify

such faults as open or shorted AND or OR diodes, incorrect
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resistor values, high saturation voltage, and overlong

delays. All tests are made at worst case power margins,

input clock width and skew.

Tektronix Inc., (68), built a digital IC tester

called S-3150. The system comprises a PDP-8 computer with

a disk memory, two tape transports, a tape control unit,

an ASH 33 teletype, and the test fixture. Tests can be

performed on a GO/NO-GO basis or on a diagnostic basis at

a rate up to 100 measurements per second to an accuracy of

1%. Higher accuracies can be obtained with an optional

voltmeter. The computer's memory has the capability of

storing 1,080 measurements and can be programmed to stop

at each measurement. The problem of multiple test fix-

tures was solved with a circular load board divided into

16 segments, each containing two IC sockets as load ter-

minals, reed relays, load networks, and power supply lines.

The software package comprises a translator program which

simplifies the writing of test programs. A collection of

more than a thousand different programs can be stored on

the disk each automatically called up in sequence, Each

pin of the IC socket is automatically programmed by the

instructions on the disk.

Fairchild Systems Technology (26) reported an LSI

tester, the Sentry 400, which has a self-checking capa-

bility. The Sentry 400 has the following features:
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ability to test LSI packages containing various number of

pins up to 240, ability to handle up to four test stations,

and ability to perform up to 286,000 functional tests per

second. The computer is the primary controller of the

system, and test instructions are stored on a disk or

magnetic tape to be transmitted to the computer memory

when required. The test head, power supplies, and timing

controls receive their instructions from the core memory

under the computer's control. In functional tests, the

tester applies logic levels representing forcing functions

to input pins of the array under examination and compares

actual outputs to the predicted responses on a GO/NO-GO

basis.

Edelman (25) pointed out that "shopping for an IC

tester is a bit like strolling through a carnival midway,

with merchants hawking their wares everywhere one looks."

Complicating things is the fact that the machine one buys

today must satisfy one's needs for at least the next three

years -- a tough proposition since the next three to five

years will see a veritable explosion in MOS/LSI circuits

and applications. Furthermore, the chips will be more

complex and will take longer to test than chips available

today. He also pointed out that, on the average, 2% of

the IC's that one buys will be bad. If one is using newly-

introduced IC's, a 10% rejection figure is not unheard of.
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Therefore to insure that a printed circuit board will

work, one has to test the IC's before they are mounted on

the board.

Smith (64) described an ideal tester as one which

contains a general purpose digital computer which auto-

matically sets up all test parameters,executes the test

sequence, and logs the appropriate pass and fail data.

In addition, the tester should be readily adaptable to

engineering evaluation, production testing, and quality

control evaluation. This ideal concept can be met only

in a production environment due to the high costs of such

equipment. To bring the tester cost within reason and

within the reach of the engineering laboratory, cost trade-

offs have been made. The final system contains a testing

logic unit, a test table, a Digital Equipment Corporation

PDP-8/L digital computer, and an ASR-33 teletype. Two

types of comparison are made by the computer in the process

of testing. The first is an amplitude comparison where

expected "0" and "1" device output levels were compared

with actual output amplitudes. The second type of com-

parison is a logical comparison between the expected

logical output and the actual logical output. The com-

parison for both amplitude and logical signals is executed

when a strobe pulse interrogates the comparator. Failure

flip-flops are available for each output channel for both



amplitude and logical failures. When either or both

failures occur, these flip-flops are set, turning on a

failure light indicating the bad channel. This tester

was aimed at the IC manufacturers market and as such was

far too expensive for most school laboratories.

Fields (27) reported. an LSI tester made by E-H

Research Laboratories. The Model 4500 is aimed at testing

LSI circuits either bipolar or MOS. It can handle all

testing procedures in use -- including dc parametric,

dynamic parametric, functional, and real-time. A basic

Model 4500 can make do measurements only These tests

would include dc voltage from 1 mV to 100 V, and current

from 1 nA to 100 mA. This capability can be extended to

1 A. For dynamic parametric testing, the system employs

an E-H 142 switching time converter and a 153 strobing

voltmeter. Both amplitude and time interval measurements

are made on a single cycle of the waveform: instead of

requiring 1000 data samples to provide an accurate measure-

ment, as is needed with sampling techniques, only one

sample is required. A word generator, a functional test

fixture, and a parallel comparator are added for functional

testing. Real-time testing means that the devices are

tested under conditions that approximate those found in

actual condition. The real-time testing subsystem includes

a pulse driver, an impedance converter, and a level de-
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tector for each pin (up to 40 pins).

Morrison (50) designed a test set to perform measure-

ments on LSI structures that contain redundant circuit

elements. Some of its capabilities are data storage,

arithmetic calculation, and logical decision making from

data information obtained from a probe. The set contains

a PDP-8/s computer, a teletype, an A/D Converter, power

supplies, voltage and current measuring modules, a probe,

and a matrix for interconnecting the test equipment to the

probe. The software package of the system can be divided

into three categories: control routines, testing routines,

and analysis routines. The control routines enable the

test set user to select and control the peripheral units

such as the teletype unit, the matrix switch, the probe,

the programmable power supplies, and the measuring modules.

The measuring routine reads a voltage or current measure-

ment through the matrix, initiates an A/Di conversion, then

uses the contents of the measuring range register to scale

the measurements to the correct level. The analysis

routines contain a complete set of mathematical utility

and conversion functions which are used in the analysis of

the measurements and provide the possibility of processing

yields and reliability statistics.

Tektronix (70) developed an LSI tester, 5 -3160, which

offers 20-MHz clock rate. The system can test MOS, bipolar
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memories and logic and can handle devices with up to 64

input-output connections. The system has the following

features: long patterns (1-2 million words) for random

access memory testing can be generated in hardware under

microprogram control; fast pattern (10-15 MHz word rate)

for shift register and high speed logic testing can be

stored in LSI buffer memories and delivered to the device

under test in bursts; patterns with intermediate length

and speed requirements for complex logic testing can be

generated either by software or hardware algorithm or

retrieved from mass storage and delivered directly to the

device under test. The S-3160 can perform parametric,

functional, and dynamic tests on all types of MOS and

bipolar shift registers, RAMs, ROMs, and complex logic

arrays. Functional tests are conducted with a high speed

'driver and dual strobed comparators for each pin. Dynamic

tests are conducted on a one-shot basis using either

strobed-comparator or level crossing techniques. The

S-3160 is controlled by a PDP-11 with 8K of core and a

65K disk. It also has a graphic computer terminal and a

high speed paper tape reader/punch.

McGahey (45) designed a dynamic test system which can

perform dynamic testing with the economy of batch handling.

The key to batch handling is the performance board and

probe operating in conjunction with an automatic wafer
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handler. The performance board, which changes with the

IC code being tested, consists of the discrete components

used for impedance-matching mounted on a printed circuit

board along with any other required components. The probe

is an array of fixed-point contact fingers attached to a

small square frame. The principal measurement instrument

is a sampling oscilloscope with digital readout. The test

system is automatically controlled by programs recorded on

a magnetic disk memory. To adapt the test set to a differ-

ent IC device, the operator inserts a different program in

the disk memory and changes the performance board and some

coaxial-cable interconnections. Test results are presented

in three forms: direct digital readout, GO/NO-GO indica-

tion, and recorded data on magnetic tape for later pro-

cessing and printout.

Van Veen (73) reduced IC testing into three cate-

gories: bipolar, MOS, and linear. His reason was that

the technologies are different, and the three types of

devices represent three subindustries. He also reported

three principal branches of IC testing: functional testing,

clock-rate testing, and parametric testing. Functional

testing checks the truth table of a digital IC. Clock-

rate testing refers to the functional testing of MOS di-

gital IC's at their maximum and minimum repetition rates.

Parametric testing measures IC voltages and currents at
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high accuracy and a relatively low test rate. Functional

testing is used to find failures caused by improper

packaging, bonding, die mounting, etc. Parametric testing

is used to uncover failures due to surface or oxide de-

fects, such as channeling, pinholes, etc. He also re-

ported that a fully equipped, computer-operated dc test

system for bipolar devices can be purchased for well under

$100,000. Addition of a dynamic testing capability raises

the price to the $100,000 to $150,000 range. Computerized

systems for the clock-rate testing of MOS begins at about

$100,000.

Ayen (3) pointed out that today's test system manu-

facturers are anxious to provide flexibility in their

systems to meet the future demands of new devices, so

modularity is a general trend in most of the test systems.

He also pointed out that test system manufacturers felt

that there is no such thing as a universal tester. MOS

devices with their high voltage swings and bipolars with

their fast speed requirements call for different test

methods for different devices. Cost per test is a common

criterion that many IC tester users agree upon. This

means that an engineer who wants to buy a tester has to

understand what he really needs to test, how far to test,

and just what he is going to get if he chooses a parti-

cular test system.
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Salvador (58) suggested that before a device is tested,

it should be determined whether or not it is necessary to

test the device at its specified speed. The specification

could be too tight to begin with. Sometimes if the speed

limit is reduced by 25% to 30%, much of the grief of

testing could be eliminated. The major difference between

bipolar devices and MOS should be recognized and handled

as independent problems. That is, individual test stations

should be established for each device class. To perform

a functional test on a sequential device, the number of

all possible combinations of l's and 0's to test can be

very high and hence may be costly. The solution to this

problem, as suggested by the author, is to understand the

operation of the device and its possible failure modes.

Once the failure modes are determined, only that portion of

the test directly related to the dominant failure need be

applied.

Lyman (k1) had a report on the economics of fault

isolation. Fault isolation refers to methods of testing

whereby the defective portion(s) of the unit under test

are discovered and subsequently would be repaired and

salvaged. Fault isolation requires more software and

hardware and therefore is an expensive process. Whether

or not to have the fault isolation capability in a tester

depends on the application. When testing a 150-IC logic
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card with a yield of near zrc, fault isolation IS an

absolute must. In the 1,105/LSI tester area, diagnostic

testing (fault isolation) is out because 1C's and IC chips

are virtually unrebalrable. He also rofelted out that at

least 50% of all printed circuit troubles are caused by

solder bridges, and only manual probing can find these

troubles.

The preceding portion of the Review of Literature is

concerned with testers which have been built. Nothing was

mentioned about the theoretical aspects of tasting. The

following is a review of some of the work which researche

in the area of fault detection have done.

Broadly speaking, digital circuits can be classified

as either combinational circuits or sequential circuits.

Fault detection techniques for the two types of circuits

are different because the latter kind of circuit contains

feedback while the former does not. Fault detection

techniques for combinational circuits will be reviewed

first.

A test for detecting a fault in a combinational cir-

cuit is an input combination that causes the circuit

under test to produce an output which is different from

the output of that circuit If no fault is present. A

number of techniques are available for testing combi-

national circuits. These techniques rre truth-table
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coAlprison, path s,,:nsitizin;, the "caloulus of D-cube;",

Boolean difference, Poagasts method, equivalent normal

form, and fault table.

Truth-table comparison (29) is the s12iplesi: way of

testing a ccmciratibnal circuit if the given circuit does

not have many variables. The testing procedure Involves

constructing a truth table for the given circuit, 112tirg

the output value for each possible Input combination,

testing the circuit according to each input combination,

recording the value of the output for each 1 p-ut combi-

nation, and comparing the actual output column with the

theoretical output :',olumn if they agree, the circuit

under tesi; is fault free. Otherwise, it has a fault.

The number of rows of the truth table is equal to 2n.

Obviously, if n is a large number, this technique is not

Practical.

Armstrong (2) proposed the path sensitizing technique.

This technique, an tine rest of the technjques to be dis-

cussed, is based or a knowledge of the circuit. In this

technique, a change in an Input signal is prs.pagated IA) an

output along a chosen path. The idea for obtaining tests

using this ;echnique is as follows: The wire which is

suspected to be faulty, that is, stuck-at-one (s-a-

stuc.A..-at-zero (s-a-3), is assigned a value opposite tc the

fault condltin, A path is chosen from the fE.ult to one
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of the output terminals. The inputs to the gates along

this path are assigned values se as to propagate any change

on the faulty wire along the chosen path to the output

terminal. The chosen path Is said to be sensitized when

this is done. In general, a test for detecting a fault is

obtained by determining the values of the inputs which

will produce the desired values of the different signals

along the sensitized path and will propagate a change in

a chosen input value to the output . This test will detect

the fault that is suspected. The path sensitizing tech-

nique sensitizes only one path in the circuit at a time.

For small circuits, this techniques works quite well.

However, if the circuit to be tested has a large number of

input variables, then the next technique to be discussed

is more suitable.

Roth (55) developed a "calculus of D-cubes", now

known in the literature as the D-algorithm, that allows

one to describe analytically the behavior of, and to

formulate tests for, faulty circuits, Roth, Bouricius,

and Schneider (56) have written computer programs to

carry out this technique. The process for obtaining a

test for a given fault consists of two parts: (1) A

primitive D-cube of the fault is chosen and intersected

successively with propagation D-cubes of the blocks of the

circuit in order to form a. connecsed chain of D-coordinates
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to an output. (2) The D-cUbe obtained in (1) is inter-

sected with singular covers of blocks of the circuits

until a sufficient number of inputs have bees specified.

These two steps correspond to sensitizing a path from the

fault to an output and the tracing'. back from the gates in

the path towards the inputs in order to specify a suffi-

cient number of inputs to produce the desired internal

signals. Roth (55) showed that if a test exists for a

giver fault, the fl-algorithm will find it. S. Y. H. Su

(66) has utilized Roth's D-algorithm for the purpose of

fault location.

Sellers, Hsiao, and Bearnson (61), Marinas (43),

Bearnson and Carroll (4), and Yau and Tang (77) have used

the technique of Boolean differences to derive tests for

testing combinational circuits. The Boolean difference of

a function with respect to a variable describes the con-

ditions for which a change in that variable will cause a

change in the output. The Boolean difference of a function

with respect to a particular variable is defined as the

exclusive-or of that function evaluated with the variable

being set equal to 0 and that function evaluated with the

variable being set equal to 1. If the Boolean difference

of a function with respect to a particular variable is

equal. to 0, the funetion is independent of that variable.

O the other hand, if the Boolean difference of a function



with respect to a particular variable is equal to 1, the

function is dependent on that variable. In order to test

for a fault on a particular variable or wire, that vari-

able is set to the value which is opposite to its faulty

value and the remaining variables (inputs) are assigned

values such that the Boolean difference is equal to 1.

The tests for a fault on a particular variable can be

found by (a) that variable ANDed with the Boolean dif-

ference of the function for the case of s-a-O fault and

(b) the complement of that variable ANDed with the Boolean

difference of the function for the case of s-a-1 fault.

The Boolean difference of a function with respect to a

variable may be thought of as being the analytical re-

presentation of the conditions under which the function

becomes dependent on the value of that particular variable.

Poage (53) proposed a method for deriving complete

set of tests for testing combinational circuits. For

circuits with a large number of input variables, this

method is not practical. The method derives functional

descriptions of each output of the circuit. Each func-

tional expression represents not only the relationship

of the output variables to the signals on the input and

internal lines, but also the effect of faults on the out-

put. In this method, three binary variables are used to

specify the state of each wire w in the circuit. The
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three variables are defined as follows:

wn = 1 if w is not faulty

wo = I if w is s-a-O

w/ = I if w is s-a-1

The conditions under which a wire w can have a signal I

are given by the proposition Pw which is defined as

follows:

Pw = Awn + wl

where A is the input for wire w. The interpretation of

Pw is as follows: w will have a signal value of I if A=I

and w is normal or if w is s-a-1. Similarly P/Ir represents

the conditions under which the signal on the wire can be

0, and it is given by

= Atwn + wo

For any single-output function, the output propositions

representing the conditions under which the output assumes

the values of I and 0 can be expressed in terms of the in-

put propositions of the circuit and the variables asso-

ciated with each wire. From the output proposition, tests

can be obtained for all faults in the circuit.

Armstrong (2) proposed a method for obtaining a set

of tests for testing combinational circuits by using what

is known as equivalent normal form (enf) of the circuit.

He claimed that the enf method would yield tests for de-
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tecting all single faults in an irredundant circuit. A

circuit is considered to be redundant if the output func-

tion does not change when a path in the circuit is cut.

The enf of a circuit is similar tc its output proposition

as defined by Poage's method in that it represents the

dependence of the output on the inputs and the states of

internal wires. The enf of a circuit is obtained by

expressing the output of each gate as a function of its

inputs and preserving the identity of each gate by a

subscript. For example, if the inputs to an OR gAte are

labeled a and b and the output is labeled d, then d=(a+b)d.

Applying this procedure to all the gates in the circuit, an

expression of the output as a function of the input vari-

ables is obtained. This factored expression is then ex-

panded into the sum-of-products form in the usual manner

except that when a pair of parentheses is removed, the

subscript associated with it is added to the subscripts

of the variables within the pair of parentheses. Each

subscripted input variable in the enf is referred to as a

literal. If an input variable appears in the enf with

different subscripts, they are considered to be distinct

literals. An appearance of a literal in the enf is

tested for s-a-1 by assigning the value of 0 to it, l's

to all other literals in the term and suitable values to

additional variables so as to cause all other terms in the
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enf to be 0. On the other hand, an appearance of a li-

teral is tested for s--a -0 by assigning the value of 1

all literals in the term containing it and making all

other terms equal to O.

A systematic and complete method for deriving tests

for testing combinational circuits using fault matrix and

fault table was proposed by Kautz (38). In .this method,

the procedure for deriving tests consists of three steps.

First, the fault matrix of the circuit to be tested is

formed. Second, the fault table of the circuit is formed

from the fault matrix. Third, using the fault table as

the array and letting the cost for each test be 1, the

minimum cover is chosen such that it covers all of the

faults to be tested. The fault matrix of an arbitrary

combinational circuit with n inputs and m faults is a

matrix with 2n rows and (m+1) columns. The first column

of the fault matrix corresponds to the output of the case

in which no fault exists. The remaining columns corres-

pond to the output function when each of the m faults

exists. Each row of the fault matrix corresponds to a

test. If aii is an element in a fault matrix, then

aij =1 if, when only fault j is present in the circuit,

the output responding to test i is 1. aij=0 if, when only

fault .j is present in the circuit, the output responding to

test i is O. A test i detects a fault j if the observed
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output, when only fault j is present in the circuit and

test i is applied, differs from its corresponding output

when the circuit has no faults. A fault table is an array

with 2n rows and m columns. If bij is an element of the

fault table, then bij=0 if test i fails to detect fault J.

bij=1 if test i detects fault j. The term cover mentioned

above refers to the same meaning of the word as it is used

in logic design and switching theory.

In the sequel, methods for obtaining test sequences

for detecting faults in sequential circuits will be re-

viewed. Whereas a test for a combinational circuit is a

single combination of inputs, a test for a sequential cir-

cuit is a sequence of inputs. There are two different

approaches in deriving tests for testing sequential cir-

cuits. The first approach requires a knowledge of the

circuit realization. The second approach requires a

knowledge of the flow table of the circuit to be tested.

At least three methods belong to the first approach. They

are the following: successor tree, the D-algorithm, and

Sequential Analyzer. Hennie's (33) procedure belongs to

the second approach.

The successor tree method was proposed by Poage and

McCluskey (54). In this method, the flow table of the

faultless circuit is first constructed from the circuit

realization. Next, faulty flow tables are constructed.
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A successor tree for each combination of the initial states

of the normal and faulty circuits is constructed. Each

node in a tree has two letters and they represent the

states of the two circuits and each branch of a tree re-

presents the application of an input symbol. If the out

put of the faulty circuit is different from that of the

normal circuit upon the application of an input symbol, the

fault is detected; and the string of input symbols used to

detect this fault is considered to be a test sequence for

detecting that particular fault of the circuit under the

condition that both the normal and faulty circuits start

at the same state. If two or more nodes in the same level

of a successor tree have identical labels, the successors

of only one of these nodes are included in the tree. By

making the assumption that both the normal and faulty cir-

cuits can be reset to a known initial state, it is possible

to construct a successor tree which would give a minimal-

length test sequence.

By treating a given sequential circuit as a semi-

infinite one-dimensional array of identical combination

cells, it is possible to extend the D-algorithm such that

a test can be obtained for testing the sequential circuit

(29). The procedure for obtaining a test for a given

fault involves propogating a D or a D' to an output. The

one-dimensional array of cells has, for each cell, an
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input, xi, a next state, yi , and an output zi. The

states of the faultless and faulty circuits may be re-

presented by a vector Y, with elements yi=0,1, D or D';

i=1, n. If the two circuits are in the same internal

state, Y contains no D's or 15's. The algorithm for ob-

taining a test sequence is as follows: (a) Find a com-

bination of x inputs using the D-algorithm such that a D

or 15 is present at a z output. (b) Find an input com-

bination which would result in a Y vector that has not

been produced earlier. The idea is to choose an input

such that a D or D will appear in the new Y vector. (c)

If no obviously suitable choice of input is available, an

arbitrary choice is made and step (a) is repeated. The

fault is not detectable if all choices have been tried and

no D or D appears at a z output.

Seshu and Freeman (62) developed the Sequential

Analyzer which is a computer program which simulates the

behavior of the normal circuit and several faulty circuit

simultaneously. At each step in the derivation of the test,

the input which meetsa certain objective is chosen. One

such objective may be to choose an input which would de-

tect the largest number of faults. If no input seems to

meet any of the objectives initially, a random input is

chosen and the procedure is repeated.
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Hennie (33) showed that for a strongly connected n-

state circuit C, it is possible to find an input-output

sequence which would distinguish C from all other circuits

with n or fewer states. This sequence can be used to

detect all faults in the circuit if the number of states

in the faulty circuit does not increase as a consequence

of a fault. This test sequence is called a checking ex-

periment or sequente. A checking sequence may be adaptive

or preset depending on whether or not the next input to be

applied is based on the earlier outputs of the circuit

under test. Hennie's method deals with only preset

checking sequences and requires only one circuit. Some

methods require two or more identical circuits. The

earliest published work on the formulation of checking

sequences is by Moore (1956). Others have refined his

technique. Hennie developed an algorithm which would find

an optimum-length checking sequence. His technique

requires that the circuit under test be in a known initial

state. If a circuit is not in a known initial state, a

synchronizing sequence can be used to take the circuit to

a unique final state. If a circuit does not have a syn-

chronizing sequence, a homing sequence, which is an input

sequence whose response uniquely determines the final state

of the circuit, can be used for the same purpose. The de-

tails for obtaining different kinds of sequences are in. a
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book by Hennie (34).
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III. DESIGN OF THE TESTER

System Introduction

In the Review of Literature, it was pointed out that

there are a number of techniques which can be used for the

purpose of fault detection in a digital circuit. Among

the different techniques reviewed, the technique of

truth-table comparison seems to be most suitable from the

standpoint of university laboratory usage because the re-

sult is given in a form that contains complete logic in-

formation about the circuit, and it is familiar to most

people. Conceptually, this technique is simple and

general, and any kind of digital circuit can be tested

this way. It is for these reasons that the truth-table

comparison technique was chosen to be implemented. The

tester described in this paper is different from other

commercially available testers in that it is implemented

with the idea of using the truth-table comparison technique

as the theoretical tool for fault detection. Most com-

mercial testers are built for production-line usage so a

truth-table print-out is not needed. Instead, some kind

of GO/NO-GO lights may be used. The novelty of the system

described in this paper perhaps lies in the fact that its

output is in the form of a truth table. It is possible

to test a digital circuit by using a voltmeter and other
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necessary equipment and manually formulate a truth table.

In this paper, an automated process of testing a digital

circuit and printing the result in the form of a truth

table is described.

Design Considerations and Objectives

As indicated in the System Introduction, the technique

of truth-table comparison for fault detection seems to be

most suitable from the standpoint of university laboratory

usage. For this reason, the tester to be built will have

as one of its capabilities the ability to test a digital

circuit by applying stimuli in the form of logical -i or

logical-0 voltage to the inputs of the circuit, and the

output will be digitized and transferred into the memory

of a computer for processing, and the result would be

printed. Other features of the tester are ability to

determine the unit load current of current-sinking-logic

type of circuit and ability to determine the rise and fall

times of a circuit. The specific design objectives are to

design and to build a tester at minimal cost which would

perform the functions mentioned above. The tester would

be controlled by the PDP-8/L mini-computer which is

available in the Digital. Systems Laboratory of the Depart-

ment of Electrical and Computer Engineering. With these
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objectives in mind, the following design considerations

and questions were explored:

1. Type of IC holder to be used.

2. Technique for routing power supply voltages to

the IC under test.

3. Technique for routing a stimulus to the IC

under test.

4. Technique for routing IC response to a desired

destination.

5. Technique for converting analog information

to digital information and vice versa.

6. Information signal level.

7. Timing signal.

8. Technique for detecting unit load current.

9. Method for controlling mode of testing (for

example, dc testing or unit load current

testing.)

10. How and when to initiate an A/D conversion.

11. How and when to transfer the digitized signal

into the computer.

12. Costs.

The decision on what type of IC holder to be used was

made based on the observations that most of the commonly

available IC's are packaged in the Dual-In-Line Package

(DIP). A plastic socket of the type which accepts DIP
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IC's of different number of pins was selected.

The question on what technique to use for routing

power supply voltages to the IC under test was solved by

selecting a matrix switch which has a number of rows and

columns. The wires connected to the rows and columns

of the matrix switch are selectable. This allows great

flexibility in routing power supply voltages as well as

any other signals to the IC under test.

A demultiplexer was chosen to route a stimulus to

the input of IC. Monolithic MOSFET demultiplexer was

considered initially. However, the high cost of a mono-

lithic MOSFET demultiplexer suggested that a demultiplexer

be constructed with discrete JFET's.

The problem of routing IC response to a stimulus to

a desired destination was similarly solved by using a

multiplexer constructed with discrete JFET's.

Converting analog information into digital infor-

mation was to be done by a commercial A/n converter.

Here a decision based on economics was made, and an A/D

converter of 10 bits with a conversion time of 100 micro-

seconds was chosen. Converting digital information into

analog information was to be performed by a D/A converter.

Initially, a D/A converter was to be constructed. However,

resistor value tolerance, compactness in size, and the

reasonable cost of a commercial D/A converter helped to
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make the decision of buying a commercial D/A converter.

In the pulse testing mode, there was a need for

amplifying the signal timewise so that the signal would be

long enough to allow the A/D converter to digitize the

signal. This need was met by using an already available

commercial sampling unit (131). The vertical output of

the sampling unit contains the information to be digitized.

The maximum amplitude of this signal is 0.5 volt. There-

fore a voltage amplifier with a gain of ten was needed to

increase the amplitude to five volts which is the mid-

range value of the A/D converter. This amplifier was

implemented with an operational amplifier with an ad-

justable resistive feedback. The adjustable resistive

feedback allows the voltage gain to be variable from ten

to twenty. The horizontal output of the sampling unit

serves as timing signal.

In the dc testing mode, there is no need for the sam-

pling unit because the output of the gate under test is a

continuous voltage level. When the sampling unit is not

used, a separate timing signal generator is needed. A

unijunction transistor relaxation oscillator fills this

need.

To determine a unit load current, a logical 0 must be

applied to the input of the gate under test. To accomplish

this, the following idea was tried: the collector of a
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grounded emitter junction transistor which was driven

into saturation was connected to the input of the gate

under test through a current sensing resistor. The

current flowing through the collector to ground was

measured by measuring the voltage across the resistor

the value of which is known. The voltage across the

sensing resistor was digitized and processed by the com-

puter to determine the actual unit load current. This

idea proved successful and was implemented in the final

system.

A method for controlling the mode of testing (for

example, dc testing or unit load current testing) was

needed. Since there are three modes of testing, it was

felt that the multiplexer described earlier could be

used to do the routing. A scheme using, among other

components, three JFET's and three RS flip-flops con-

structed discretely from NAND gates was tried. This

scheme is based on the fact that when a JFET is turned

on, its drain to source resistance is sufficiently low to

allow it to be used as an analog switch. Depending on

what testing mode is wanted, the corresponding JFET

analog switch would be turned on. This scheme was tested

out, and it worked so it was implemented as part of the

tester.

The question when and how to initiate an A/D con-
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version process was solved by using a circuit which

initiates a positive pulse only when the circuit input

receives an I0P2 pulse from the computer. The I0P2

pulse is initiated by an instruction in the program for

testing the IC. The question when to transfer the in-

formation from the A/t converter into the temporary

storage and from there to the computer was solved by

using an A/D converter flag circuit. This circuit is

activated by an end-of-conversion signal which comes from

the A/t converter. The end -of- conversion signal needs to

be delayed somewhat before it is used to initiate the

transfer of information into the computer accumulator.

The delay of the end-of-conversion signal was accomplished

by using three RC delay networks and six inverters. The

values of R and C were determined experimentally to ob-

tain the desired delay time.

One of the major design considerations was the

matter of costs. Being a university supported project, it

was highly important that efforts be made to minimize the

total cost of the system. To this end, every effort was

made to use the most economical components of the same

type and to, whenever possible, construct discrete

functional circuits, such as the demultiplexer and the

multiplexer, rather than to buy monolithic integrated

circuits of the same functions. Efforts were also made



to use, whenever possible, components which were already

available in the Department of Electrical and Computer

Engineering. This should not be deemed necessarily as an

unfavorable consideration because even in industry

economic consideration plays an important role in decision

making.

Each idea, after initial considerations and careful

exploring, was transformed into a circuit on paper.

Then each circuit was breadboarded and tested out. The

different circuits, after being tested out individually,

were connected together, and they functioned correctly

as a system as intended. The final circuits were built

on printed-circuit boards and housed in a metal cabinet.

The final system block diagram, to be described in more

details below, is shown in Figure 1 in the following

section.

System Block Diagram

The complete System Block Diagram is shown in Figure

1. For reference purposes, each block in the figure is

given a name:

Block number Name

1 Digital Power Supply Control
2 Multiplexer
3 Demultiplexer
4 Unit Load Current Detector
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5 Single-Pulse Generator
6 Field Effect Transistor (FET) Probe
7 Matrix Switch
8 Device Under Test (DUT) Socket
9 Unijunction Transistor Sweep Generator

10 Sampling Unit (151)
11 Differentiator Circuit
12 Amplifier (20X)
13 Gating Signal Generator
14 Start Conversion Signal Generator
15 Electronic Switch
16 Analog-to-Digital (A/D) Converter Flag
17 A/D Converter
18 Temporary Storage
19 PDP-8/1, Mini-Computer
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System Description

The procedure for testing an IC is as follows:

1. The appropriate computer program for testing

the IC of interest is loaded into the memory of

the computer.

2. The Matrix Switch is set according to the pin

assignment of the IC to be tested.

3. The IC to be tested is inserted into the socket

in the block labelled DUT.

4. The associated power supplies are turned on.

5. The computer is given the appropriate starting

address and the GO command.

6. The computer goes through the testing routines

in its memory and prints the results of testing

on the Teletype.

The operation of the system can be described in three

parts as follows:

1. Functional (dc) testing

In functional testing the purpose is to deter-

mine if the IC under test behaves according to

its Boolean truth table. In this test a

combination of l's and O's are applied to the

inputs of the IC under test and the output is

digitized and compared with pre-determined



limits. A message is printed on the Teletype to

indicate the status of the IC. The steps in-

volved are as follows:

a, The Digital Power Supply is set to a value

corresponding to a logical 0 or a logical

1. This is done by programming.

b. The voltage output of the Digital Power

Supply is fed to the input of the Demulti-

plexer.

c. The Demultiplexer selectively transfers

its input voltage to the input terminals

of the IC under test.

d. The output terminal of the IC under test

is connected to the input of the Multi-

plexer.

e. The Multiplexer selectively transfers its

input voltage to the Electronic Switch,

f. The Electronic Switch, having been turned

on for dc testing by the computer program,

passes its input to the A/D Converter.

g. Meanwhile the UJT Sweep Generator output

is fed to the Differentiator Circuit the

function of which is to differentiate the

sawtooth waveform.

h. The output of the Differentiator Circuit
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i. level-ehiftecT and is used to 'trigger a

mono8teble multivibrator to obtain a train

of positive pulses.

i. This train of pulses is fed to the Gating

Signal Generator to obtain a single pulse

the pulse width of which is equal to the

period. of the input pulse train

j. The output of the Gating Signal Generator

is used to turn on the Convert Signal

Generator.

k. When the Convert Signal Generator is turned

on, it initiates the conversion process of

the A/D Converter.

1. The input to the A/D Converter is now digi-

tized.

m. At the end of the A/D conversion process,

the digitized signal is transferred to the

Temporary Storage, and the A/D Converter

sends a positive transition signal to set

the A/D Converter Flag.

n. The A/fl Converter Flag then sends a signaJ

to the computer to let the computer know

that the A/D conversion proeess has ended

and that the digitized signal is ready to

be transferred into the accumulator of the
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computer and to the memory of the computer.

o. The computer then sends a signal to the

Temporary Storage circuit to effect the

transfer of the digitized signal.

Next the computer compares the digitized

value with some limits in its memory and

makes a decision if the digitized value

is a logical 1 or logical 0. It then

prints a message on the Teletype showing

the result of this particular comparison.

q. The procedure from (a) to (p) is repeated

until the computer program is completely

executed.

2. Pulse testing

In pulse testing the purpose is to determine

the rise time and fall time of an IC. In this

test, a train of pulses the rise and fall times

of which are known is applied to the inputs of

the IC under test and the output is fed to a

sampling unit through an FET probe. The sam-

pling unit amplifies the input signal timewise

and sends its output to an amplifier. The

amplified signal is digitized and then processed

by the computer, and the result is printed on

the Teletype. The steps involved are as
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follows:

a. An external (commercial) pulse generator

output is connected to the inputs of the

IC under test via the appropriate row

and column of the Matrix Switch.

b. The output of the IC under test is routed

to the FET probe via the Multiplexer.

c. The output of the FET probe is connected

to the input of the sampling unit (1S1).

d. The sampling unit has two outputs. The

vertical output is the time-amplified in-

put signal. The horizontal output is a

sawtooth train and is used for timing.

e. The vertical output of the sampling unit

is fed to the input of the block labelled

Amplifier. The Amplifier amplifies its

input ten times (the gain is adjustable)

and sends this amplified signal to the

A/t Converter through the Electronic

Switch which is selectively turned on for

this testing purpose by the computer

program.

f. The horizontal output of the sampling unit

is fed to the input terminal of the
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Differentiator Circuit.

g. Steps (h) through (o) in part 1, Functional

(dc) testing, apply here.

h. Next, the computer stores the digitized

values in its memory and then processes

them according to the program in its

memory. The result is printed on the

Teletype.

Unit load current testing

In this test the purpose is to determine the

amount of current which the IC under test can

supply to another IC which is connected to the

input terminal of the IC under test. This

current is called unit load current for current-

sinking logic. The idea behind this test is

that when an input terminal of the IC under test

is tied to a logical 0, that input terminal will

serve as a path for current to flow out of the

IC under test to ground. The steps involved are

as follows:

a. The input terminal of interest of the IC

under test is connected to the Unit

Current Detector circuit via the appro-

priately set Matrix Switch.
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b. The output of the Unit Current Detector

circuit is fed to the AID Converter via the

computer-program-controlled Electronic

Switch.

c. Steps (g) through (o) in part 1, Func-

tional (de) testing, apply here.

d. Next, the computer processes the digitized

signal according to the program in its

memory and prints the result on the

Teletype.

Individual Block Description

The following is a complete description of each of

the blocks shown in Figure 1.

Digital Power Supply Control

The digital power supply control circuitry and power

supply are shown in Figure 2. The power supply is capable

of supplying a voltage from 0 to +30 volts. This digitally

controlled power supply is used in the sink current test.

It also can be used in a threshold voltage test. The

resolution of this power supply is approximately 0.1 volt.

The operation of the Digital Power Supply Control is

as follows:

1. The eight bit digital code which corresponds to
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the desired output voltage is set by the opera-

tor either through the Teletype or through the

toggle switches on the PDP-8/L panel.

2. The PDP-8/L then sets the lines BAC04 through

BAC11 accordingly.

3. Upon receiving the correct Device Code, 55 in

this case, and the input-output transfer signal,

101)4, the eight D flip-flops transfer their

outputs to the digital-to-analog (D/A) converter.

4. The output of the D/A is amplified by a factor

of approximately five and is inverted. The

output of the amplifier is fed into the input

of a power amplifier with a gain of -6. The

gains of the two amplifiers are chosen such

that the maximum output voltage is +30 volts.
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Multiplexer

The circuit diagram of the Multiplexer is shown in

Figure 3. The function of the Multiplexer is to route

signals from the IC under test one at a time, to the

Electronic Switch. The Multiplexer has six inputs and one

output. Inputs number 1 through number 5 are for voltage

monitoring. Input number 6 is connected to a two-watt 1K

resistor which is connected to the output of the digitally

controlled power supply. Input number 6 is used in the

sink current test.-

The operation of the Multiplexer is as follows:

1. The digital code which corresponds to the

desired input number is entered into the FDP-8/L.

The PDP-8/L in turn sets lines BAC08 through

BAC11 accordingly.

2. Upon receiving the correct Device Code, 54 in

this case, and the I0P2 signal, the outputs of

the D flip-flops are transferred to the BCD-to-

decimal decoder.

3. Only the output of the BCD-to-decimal decoder

which has been selected stays low; the rest are

high.

4. The low output turns on the P channel JFET

which is connected in series with it. The rest
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of the JFET's are off because their gates are

tied to a +15 volts.

5. The signal which is tied to the input terminal

of the JFET that is on then passes from the

drain to the source which is the output of the

Multiplexer.

6. In the sink current test, a known voltage is

applied to the 2-watt 1K resistor which is tied

to input number 6. Input number 6 in turn is

tied to the output of the IC gate under test.

The known voltage is increased until the vol-

tage at input number 6 equals a predetermined

value. At this point in time, the digital

power supply voltage stops increasing and the

voltage at input number 6 is transferred to the

computer. The stored program then computes the

amount of current flowing through the 2-watt 1K

resistor. This current is the sink current.
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Demultiplexer

The circuit for the Dewultiplexer is shown in Figure

4. The function of the Demultipiexer is to channel a dc

voltage to one or all outputs of the Demultiplexer. There

is only one input in the Demultiplexer but there are, in

this case, eight outputs. The value of the input voltage

can range anywhere between 0 and +5 volts. This input

voltage is controlled by the digital power supply control

circuit. The Device Code for the Demultiplexer IS 56..

The operations of the Demultiplexer is as follows:

1. The digital code corresponding to the desired

channel(s) is entered into the computer.

2. The computer in turn sets lines BACO8 through

BAC11 acccrdingly.

3. If the operator wishes to channel the input

voltage to all of the outputs of the Demulti-

plexer, he sets the digital code equal to 9.

4. Upon receiving the correct Device Code and the

I0P2 pulse, the outputs of the D flip-flops are

transferred to the BCD-to-digital converter.

5. The chosen ouput of the BCD-to-digital converter

will become low and this turns on the corres-

ponding JP FT or !JFET's.

6. When JFET is turned on, the voltage at the
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drain is coupled over to the source. This,

then, is how the Demultiplexer works.
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Unit Load Current Detector

The circuit for the Unit Load Current Detector is

shown in Figure 5. The function of this circuit is to

determine the amount of current an input terminal of an

IC can supply. This current is called the unit load

current. Determining the unit load current of an IC

constitutes a parametric test.

The operation of this circuit is as follows:

1. An input terminal of an IC gate is connected

to the input terminal of the Unit Load Current

Detector.

2. The npn transistor, having its base tied to a

+5 volt power supply, is saturated and wants

to draw current from its collector side to

ground. The saturation voltage across the

collector to emitter junction appears as a

logical zero to the input terminal of the IC

gate.

3. Current flows out of input terminal of the

IC gate through the 100 ohm resistor to ground.

4. The potential drop across the 100 ohm resistor

is amplified approximately 55 times. This am-

plified voltage is fed to input number 3 of the

Electronic Switch.
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5. Knowing the potential drop across the 100 ohm

resistor, the unit load current can then be

determined.
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Single-Pulse Generator

The circuit of the Single-Pulse Generator is shown in

Figure 6. The Device Code for this circuit is 77, and

the width of the output pulse is equal to the width of the

I0P4 pulse which is 600 nanoseconds long. The function

of this circuit is to generate a single pulse at the

command of a computer-program instruction. The output of

this circuit is used as a controlled clock pulse. The

computer-program instruction which is used to generate a

single pulse is 6774.
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Field Effect Transistor ,FET) Probe

The Field Effect Transistor (FET) Probe is a com-

mercially available high input impedance voltage probe.

The high input iImedance (1 megohm in parallel with 2.8

picofarad) is obtained by having an FET at the input of the

probe. This kind of voltage probe is needed when a pulse

testing of an IC is done. For example, when one wishes to

determine the rise time response of an IC, one must drive

the IC with a pulse the rise time of which is less than

the rise time of the IC under test. Also, one must use a

voltage probe with a rise time smaller than the rise time

of the IC under test. The FET Probe would meet this re-

quirement because it has a rise time of 0.35 nanosecond or

less. Being a commercial item, no circuit is available.

Matrix Switch

The Matrix Switch is a commercial item. It is a

"programmable" switch in the sense that the user can select

different routing arrangement by selecting the desired

row(s) and column(s). The particular switch used has 20

rows and 28 columns. The rows are connected to such things

as power supplies, logic circuitries, and an external

pulse generator. The columns are connected to a socket for

accepting an IC for testing.



The foliowin tirs are cccnnect.ed to the rows of the

switch:

Row number Connected to:

1 Multiplexer Channel 1
2 :I 2

3 v$ 3
4 $t 4
,r u 5
6 11 6
7 Demultiplexer Channel 1
8 :

ti 2

9 1$ 3
10 " 4
11 n 5
12 it 6
13 II 7
14 H 8

15 +5 volts
16 Ground
17 Pulse Generator
18 Unit Load Current Detector
19 .

Single-Pulse Generator
20 Nothing

Device Under Test Socket

This is a commercial item. It is made primarily for

accepting dual-in-line package (DIP) type of IC's. Only

14 contacts on each side of the socket are used and they

are connected to the collImns of the Matrix Switch. The

IC under test is mounted on this socko'.
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Unijunction Transistor (UJT) Sweep Generator

The circuit for the UJT. Sweep Generator is shown in

Figure 7. The function of this circuit is to generate a

voltage sweep as a function of time. The output of this

circuit is used as a substitute for the horizontal output

waveform from the 1S1 Sampling Unit when a do test is

performed. The circuit is designed such that its output

is similar in shape and dimension to the horizontal output

waveform from the 1S1 Sampling Unit. The operation of this

circuit is as follows:

1. Assuming that initially the capacitor is un-

eharged, the UJT is off.

2. When the power supply is turned on, the capa-

citor starts charging up through the 10K

resistor.

3. During this time, an approximately linear

voltage sweep is developed across the capa-

citor. This voltage sweep is taken as the

output waveform of the circuit.

4. When the output waveform amplitude reaches the

firing voltage of the UJT, the UJT is turned

on, creating a low resistance path for the

capacitor to discharge.

5. Because of the low resistance path, the capa-
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citor discharges rapidly, thus creating a

short retrace time.

The UJT is turned off during the retrace time,

and the capacitor starts charging up again.

Thus the cycle repeats itself.
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Sampling Unit (131)

The function of the Sampling Unit is to amplify a

signal timewise so that a very narrow pulse would appear

many times wider. A time amplification factor as high as

100,000 is possible. The Sampling Unit makes possible rise

time measurement in the nanosecond range. The FET Probe

mentioned earlier is used in conjunction with the Sampling

Unit when a pulse test is done. The particular Sampling

Unit chosen was manufactured by an oscilloscope manu-

facturer and must be used with an oscilloscope mainframe.

Other sampling units that have similar capabilities but

need not be used with an oscilloscope mainframe would be

more practical and desirable.

Differentiator Circuit

The Differentiator Circuit is shown in Figure 8. The

function of this circuit is to generate a train of pulses

the starting time of each of which corresponds to the

starting time of the ramp train which is the input of the

Differentiator Circuit. The unity gain operational am-

plifier is used as a buffer. The differentiating action

is caused by the 0.02 microfarad capacitor and the 6.8K

resistor. The 30 microfarad capacitor is used for do
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decoupling. The two 3.9K resistors are for level shifting,

and the monostable multivibrator is used to obtain a

narrow pulse width.
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Amplifier (20X)

When a pulse test is performed, the 1S1 Sampling Unit

vertical output is to be digitized and used for comparison.

The actual vertical output from the 1S1 is rather small,

being 0.5 volt at maximum value, and thus does not permit

obtaining good resolution from the A/D Converter which has

a resolution of 10 bits for a maximum analog voltage value

of 10 volts. To make good use of the A/D Converter calls

for an amplifier the gain of which would put the amplified

signal somewhere in the vicinity of 5 volts which is the

midpoint of the A/D Converter voltage range.

An amplifier for this purpose is shown in Figure 9.

The maximum voltage gain of this amplifier is approximately

20.
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Gating Signal Generator

The circuit diagram of the Gating Signal Generator is

shown in Figure 10. The function of this circuit is to

generate a single pulse the pulse width of which is equal

to the period of the input pulse train to the circuit.

The input pulse train comes from the output of the Dif-

ferentiator Circuit. The output of the Gating Signal

Generator is used to control an astable multivibrator the

function of which is to start the A/10 conversion process.

The operation of the Gating Signal Generator is as follows:

1. The output of the Differentiator Circuit which

is a pulse train with a period typically of

8-10 milliseconds is applied to the clock input

terminals of the J-K flip-flops.

2. Upon receiving the correct Device Code, 53 in

this case, and the 10P2 pulse, the output Q of

flip-flop A goes high. At this point, the out-

put Q of flip-flop B becomes high also. Thus

input J of flip-flop A is high.

3. When a pulse comes in from the Differentiator

Circuit, of flip-flop A goes low, making the

K terminal of flip-flop B low. At the same

time, Q of flip -flop B goes low, making input

J of flip-flop A low.
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4.. When the next Consecutive pulse comes in,' Q of

flip-flop. A Fsocs high, but Q of flip-flop B

remains low. Thereafter, the two flip-flops

will remain unchanged even though their clock

input terminals have a continuous train of

pulses. The next.: occurrerce of event at the

output of this circuit will be when the circuit

receives another 10P2 pulse.along with the

correct Device Code.
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Strt Conversion Sigral C'-enerator

The circuit of the Start Conversion Signal Generator

is shown _n Figure 11, The function of this circuit is to

generate a series of pules the pulse width of which is

50 microseconds and the period of which is approximately

12? microseconds, These pulses are used to initiate the

analog-to-digital conversion process. The output of this

circuit under inactive condition is high. When the input

gating signal goes low, the circuit becomes active and

behaves as an astable multivibrator. The period of the

output waveform is made such that the A/i) Converter has

enough time to finish each conversion process before it

. is re-initiated. The diode which is connected directly

to the base of transistor Q1 is used to hold that tran-

sistor in cut-off state when the input gating signal is

high. As such, it is necessary that this diode is a

germanium diode while the transistors are silicon tran-

sistors.
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Electronic Switch

The circuit of the Electronic Switch is shown in

Figure 12. The function of this circuit is to route sig-

nal, one kind at a time, to the input of the A/10 Converter.

The three kinds of signal to be routed are do test signal,

pulse test signal, and unit load current test signal. The

Electronic Switch is controlled by a set of computer-

program instructions. The Device Code for this circuit is

54, and the 10P2 pulse initiates the turning on and off

processes of this switch. The operation of this switch is

as follows:

1. If a do test is to be performed, the code

which corresponds to output channel number 6

of the BCD-to-decimal converter of the Multi-

plexer is entered into the computer.

2. Upon receiving the correct Device Code and an

I0P2 pulse, point A becomes high and JFET num-

ber 1 turns on, while the other two JFET's are

off.

3. If a pulse test is to be performed, the code

which corresponds to output channel number 7 of

the BCD-to-decimal converter of the Multiplexer

is entered into the computer.
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4. Upon receiving the correct Device Code and

an 10P2 pulse, point B becomes high and JFET

number 2 turns on, while the other two JFET's

are off.

If a unit load current test is to be performed,

the code which corresponds to output channel

number 8 of the BCD-to-decimal converter of the

Multiplexer is entered into the computer.

6. Upon receiving the correct Device Code and an

I0P2 pulse, point C becomes high and JFET num-

ber 3 turns on, while the other two JFET's are

off.
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Analog-to-Digital (A/D) Converter Flag

The circuit of the A/D Converter Flag is shown in

Figure 13. The function of this circuit is to notify the

computer at the end of each conversion process that the

A/D Converter has finished digitizing an analog signal.

The Device Code for this circuit is 53, and the IOP1 pulse

initiates the flagging process. The End-Of-Conversion

(EOC) signal comes from the A/D Converter and is fed into

the monostable multivibrator the output of which is a

positive pulse 23 microseconds wide.

The operation of this circuit is as follows;

1. Assuming that the conversion process is taking

place, the EOC signal is low. The One-shot

output is low and R is high. S is low at this

time.

2. Thus Q is low and W is high.

3. As soon as the A/D Converter finishes the con-

version process, the EOC signal goes high. This

positive transition triggers the One-shot and a

positive pulse appears at the output. At this

time, S becomes high and R becomes low.

4. Thus Q becomes high and stays high for 23 micro-

seconds.
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5. The computer program would skip the next in-

struction only if the IOP1 pulse is present

while Q is high.

6. The computer program must contain a loop such

that if there is a timing problem between the

IOP1 pulse and the time when Q becomes high, a

portion of the program would be repeated. Note

that the time lapse between two consecutive

instructions is approximately 8 microseconds

'while the duration that Q remains high is 23

microseconds. Thus if the first IOP1 pulse

was missed, the next one would still show up

in time.

7. Skipping takes place when both Q and the I0P1

signals are high. When this happens, W goes

low and it stays low for only 600 nanoseconds.
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Analog-to- ital Convri;er

The A/D Converter is shown with a unity-gain amplifier

in Figure 14. The .amplifier is used to obtain high input.

Impedance and low output impedance, The waximum conversion

time is 100 microseconds, The convert start signal comes

from the outwit of the Start Conversion Signal Generator.

The EOC signal goes to the A/D Converter Flag Circuit.

The center tap of the 51C potentiomete ' .s tied to a -15

volt power supply for zeroing the unity-gain amplifier

output when the input is grounded. The EOC. signal is low

during conversion and goes high at the end of the conver-

sion process. The convert start signal must be at least.

200 nanoseconds wide. The A/D Converter is a commercial

item.
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Temporary Storage

The circuit diagram of the Temporary Storage is shown

in Figure 15. The function of this circuit is to tempo-

rarily hold the digitized signal coming from the A/10 Con-

verter before transferring this signal to the computer.

The digitized signal is coded in ten bits, and these ten

bits of information are fed into the input terminals of

the D flip-flops. The EOC signal also comes from the A/1D

Converter. It is fed into a delay network the delay time

of which is 630 nanoseconds. The delayed EOC signal

serves as a clock pulse. The reason for having this delay

is as follows: The data from the A/D Converter is avail-

able 500 nanoseconds after the EOC signal has made its

positive transition. Also, in order for the D flip-flops

to work correctly, the inputs to the D flip-flops must be

present before the clock signal makes a positive transi-

tion. This time interval is called setup time. For the

D flip-flops used, the minimum setup time is 20 nanoseconds.

Thus, in all, a minimum delay time of 520 nanoseconds is

needed.

The Device Code for this circuit is 53. Upon re-

ceiving the correct Device Code and the I0P4 pulse, the

data temporarily held in the D flip-flops are transferred

into the Accumulator of the computer.
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PDP-8/L Mini-Computer

The PDP-8/L is a small-scale general-purpose computer.

It is a one-address, fixed word length, parallel computer

using 12 bit, two's complement arithmetic. It has a 4096 -

word core memory the cycle time of which is 1.6 micro-

seconds. The primary medium of inputting and outputting

data to and from the computer is an ASP. 33 Teletype.

The following lines connect the PDP-8/L with the

tester hardware:

1. Ten input lines to the PDP-8/L Accumulator

2. Eight output lines from the PDP-8/L Accumulator

3. Six output lines from the PDP-8/L Memory Buffer

4. Three output lines from the PDP-8/L IOP Genera-

tor

5. One input line to the PDP-8/L I/O Skip Bus

6. One ground line.
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IV. PROGRAMMING THE TESTER

Testing an IC dynamically requires a sequence of

computer-program instructions each of which performs a

specific task. The function of each kind of digital IC is

described by a truth table, and each kind of digital IC is

unique. Testing different kinds of IC's calls for differ-

ent kinds of computer programs. As stated earlier, a

limited number of IC's were tested by the tester, using

computer programs written in the PDP-8/L absolute machine

language. The same programs could have been written in

the PDP-8/L symbolic machine language. However, the ab-

solute machine language was chosen because it requires no

translation and, as such, is time saving.

The PDP-8/L Machine Language

The PDP-8/L machine language has eight basic instruc-

tions and they are as follows:

Octal Code Operation

0000 Logical AND
1000 Two's complement add
2000 Increment and skip if zero
3000 Deposit and clear Accumulator
4000 Jump to subroutine
5000 Jump
6000 In/out transfer
7000 Operate

These eight basic instructions and their micro-



programmed instructions comprise the whole PDP-8/I, in-

struction repertoire. To further reduce programming time,

Octal Debugging Technique (ODT), a computer program which

performs translation from octal representation to binary

representation and vice versa, was used. ODT makes pos-

sible for the human operator to communicate with the com-

puter via the teletypewriter using octal numbers instead

of binary numbers.

General Programming Guidelines

The following are general programming guidelines:

1. Initialize counters and registers.

2. Enter constants values in constants table.

These values will be used for comparisons,

indirect addressing, and setting voltage

values.

3. Turn on the appropriate channel of the Elec-

tronic Switch at the beginning of testing.

4. Make provisions for printing heading, if de-

sired.

Make provisions for printing output message at

the end of each test.

6. Make provisions for comparisons on such things

as voltage limits, highest channel number, and
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highest gate input terminal number.

7. Make provisions for returning command mode to

teletypewriter at the end of testing.

Timing Considerations

When writing a computer program for running the Tester,

the following timing considerations should be borne in

mind:

1. The A/D Converter may require as long as 100

microseconds to complete a conversion process.

Therefore provisions must be made to route the

computer program through some kind of loop to

wait for the completion of the conversion

process. At the end of the conversion process,

the program gets out of the loop and proceeds

to do its next job.

2. The octal code 6046 is a microinstruction which

clears the teleprinter flag, loads the tele-

printer, prints a character, and then sets the

teleprinter flag. This whole operation takes

100 milliseconds. In order that the computer

does not waste 100 milliseconds waiting for a

character to be printed and the flag to beset,

the instruction 6046 should appear among the
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first few instructions in the printing sub-

routine. The following example initializes

the flag by having the instruction 6046 as the

first instruction of the program and makes

optimum use of the printing time:

Cell Content Comment

100 6046 Initializing

117 xxxx xxxx = address of last entry
120 6041 Skip if flag = 1
121 5320 Jump back to cell 120
122 6046 Printing takes place
123 7200 Clear Accumulator
124 5717 Exit and continue program

while printer is finishing
character
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V. SYSTEM EVALUATION, SUMMARY, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Testing the Tester

The Tester was built according to the schematics pre-

sented earlier in this paper. To determine whether or not

it would work as designed, it was used to test the fol-

lowing kinds of digital IC's:

1. Quadruple 2-input positive NAND gate (SN7400)

2. Quadruple 2-input positive NOR gate (SN7402)

3. Quadruple 2-input positive AND gate (SN7408)

4. Dual J-K master-slave flip-flop (SN7473)

In addition to testing these four kinds of IC's

functionally, two IC parameters were tested:

1. Sink current of an SN7400

2. Unit load current of an SN7400

The results from these tests indicated that the Tester

worked as designed. The results of these tests along

with some of the associated computer programs appear in

the Appendixes.

Cost of the Tester

The total cost of the Tester can be divided into two

kinds. The first kind is due to the costs of dedicated

hardware, and the second kind is due to the costs of



non-dedicated hard-ware. Dedicated-f-ated hardware refers to

those components which were obtained and tailored spe-

cifically for the Teter and may not necessarily serve

other purposes well. Non-dedicated hardware refers to

those components or subsystems which are needed for the

operation of the Tester but also can be used in other

situations when removed from the Teter

The costs of dedicated hardware are made up as

follows:

Digital IC's
A/D Converter
D/A Converter
Operational amplifiers
Capacitors
JFET's

20.00
69.00
9.95
2.50
5.00
9.00

Bipolar transistors 1.50
UJT 1.00
Diodes 1.00
Potentiometers 5.00
Banana jacks and BNC connectors 5.00
Resistors 2.00
Matrix Switch 40.00
DUT Socket 10.00
Printed circuit boards 50.00
Metal box 10.00

Subtotal $250.95

The costs of non-dedicated hardware are made up as

follows:

Power suoply/amplifer (HP6824A) $ 375.00
Sampling Unit (Si) 1,400.00
FET Probe and power supply 600.00
PDP-8/1, 4,00m0
Three power supplies OHf(2A) 690.00
Oscilloscope "fiMi-.;.:), without plug-ins) 2,000.00

Subtotal $9,065.00



The total cost. is $9,315.95

The :..omplete System Block Diagram of the Tester was

described. and each individual block was explained.. It

was pointed out that the Tester was designed to test

prinarily TTL digital IC's. The reason for this we that

TTL IC's offer more advantages to school laboratories than

other families of digital IC's. When writing a computer

program to run the Tester, provisions must be made to

insure that the program allows the AiD Converter to

finish conversion before going on to do other tasks. A

technique for optimizing the testing time was pointed out.

It involved placing the instruction 6046 at the beginning

of a printing subroutine.

Recommendations for Related Research

It was pointed out that the operation of the Sampling

Unit (1SI) requires the support of an oscilloscope main-

frame. This requirement makes the system unnecessarily

expensive, An equally useful system but without the

reqrirement of an oscilloscepe mainframe is one which has

the require hardware and its own saMpling network. This
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sampling network would be self-contained in the sense that

it would work without the support of an oscilloscope main-

frame. A feasibility study and/or an actual design of

such a sampling network may well serve as a thesis topic.

A second topic of possible interest lies in the area

of developing hardware and techniques for testing shift

registers of n bits, where n is a number ranging from,

say, 16 to 64.
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APPENDIX A
FLOW CHART FOR TESTING SN7400

DO i1st

NTER CONSTANTS
VALUES

PRINT HEADING

URN ON ELECTEN.
WITCH CHAN. 1

AKE N = O. N
ERVES AS COUNT.

t

TURN ON MPLX
CHANNEL N

105

APPLY "0" TO
BOTH INPUTS

DO 2nd
APPLY "0" TO
FIRST INPUT

DOJLAST
APPLY "0" TO
SECOND INPUT

DIGITIZE GATE
OUTPUT

COMPARE, DECIDE
PRINT RESULT

APPLY "1" TO
BOTH INPUTS

RESET COUNTERS
RETURN TO TTY

Figure 16. Flow Chart for Appendix A



APPENDIX A
PROGRAM FOR TESTING SN7400

Constants Table

106

0021
0022
0023
0024
0025

/0000
/0000
/0006
/n000
/0003

Zero volt
DMPX Channel 1
MPLX Channel 6
MPLX Channel 1
Actual data value

0026 /7000 Code for TTY
0027 /7400 Code for -400
0030 /0300 Code for +3.7 volts
0031 /7506 Negative 272 heading characters
0032 /0376 Starting address of LOW character set
0033 /7740 Negative Lo
0034 /0000 For zeroing counter
0035 /0011 DMPX Channel 10
0036 /0410 Starting address for CONVERT subroutine
0037 /0314 Starting address for TYPE subroutine
0040 /0640 Starting address for HEADING subroutine
0041 /7775 Negative 3 characters for space, CR, and LF
0042 /0230 Starting address for DECIDE subroutine
0043 /0001 DMPX Channel 2
0044 /0600 Starting address for DELAY subroutine
0045 /7770 Negative 8
0046 /0010 DMPX Channel 9

DECIDE Subroutine

w
0230 /0424
0231 /1027 Check for "High" value
0232 /1025
0233 /7710
0234 /5236
0235 /4300
0236 /1033 Check for "Low" value
0237 /1025
0240 /7710
0241 /4362
0242 /7300
0243 /6046 Ready to print "BAD"
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Appendix A (cont.)

0244 /1255
0245 /3010
Or46 /1331
0247 /3332
0250 /1410
0251 /4314
0252 /2332
0253 /5250
0254 /5631
0255 /0255
0256 /0302 Code for letter B
0257 /0301 A
0260 /0304
0261 /0000
0262 /0215
0263 /0212

Subroutine for Printing HIGH

w
0300 /0236
0301 /7300 Clear AC and Link
0302 /6046 Initialize the Teletype printer
0303 /1322 Add content of cell 322 to AC
0304 /3010 Deposit content of AC in cell 10
0305 /1331
0306 /3332
0307 /1410 Auto-indexing
0310 /4314
0311 /2332
0312 /5307
0313 /5630
0314 /0651
0315 /60/11
0316 /5315
0317 /6046 Printing occurs here
0320 /7200
0321 /5714 Jump indirect to cell 314
0322 /0322
0323 /0310 Code for letter H
0324 /0311
0325 /0307
0326 /0310
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Appendix A (cont.)

tJ

0327 /0215 Code for carriage return (CR)

0330 /0312 Code for line feed (LF)
0331 /7772 Negative 6

0332 /0000 The content of this cell serves as a counter.

Subroutine for Printing LOW

0362 /02/i2
0363 /7300
0364 /6046
0365 /1432
0366 /3010
0367 /1331
0370 /3332
0371 /1410
0372 /4314
0373 /2332
0374 /5371
0375 /5630
0376 /0376
0377 /031/i Code for letter L
0400 /0317 0

0401 /027
0402 /0000 blank

0403 /0215
0404 /0212

CONVERT Subroutine

0410 /0535
0411 /6562
0412 /4444
0413 /6532 Enable A/D
0414 /6531 Watt for A/D to finish
0415 /5214 Wait some more if not finished

0416 /7200
0417 /6534 Transfer A/D output to AC

0420 /7000 Provision for visual checking of AC

0421 /3025
0422 /4444 Delay to ready TTY
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Appendix A (cont.)

0/123 //4442 Jump indirect to PRINT
0424 /5610 Jump to CONVERT

Double Spacing Subroutine

0425 /0572
0426 /7300
0427 /6046
0430 /1241
0431 /3010
0432 /1041
0433 /3034
0434 /1410
0435 /4437
0436 /2034
0437 /5234
0440 /5625
0441 /0441
0442 /0240 Space
0443 /0215 CR
0444 /0212 LF

START Subroutine

w
0500 /7200
0501 /1023
0502 /6542 Turn on Electronic Switch channel 1
0503 /5307 Jump to cell 507 and start testing

Testing Subroutine

0507 /4440
0510 /7200 Turn on MPLX channel 1
0511 /1024
0512 /6542
0513 /7200 Apply 0 volt to inputs of gate
0514 /1021
0515 /6554
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Appendix A (cont.)

0516
0517
0520
0521
0522

/7200
/1035
/4436
/7200
/1022

Turn on all DMPX channels

Jump indirect to CONVERT subroutine
Turn on DMPX channel 0

0523 /4436 To CONVERT subroutine to print 2nd result
0524 /7200 Turn on DMPX channel 1
0525 /1043
0526 /4436 To print 3rd result
0527 /7000 No operation
0530 /7000
0531 /7000
0532 /7200 Apply a "1" to both inputs of gate
0533 /1046
0534 /4436 To print 11th result
0535 /7200 Start on a new gate
0536 /1024
0.537 /7001
0540 /3024
0541 /1024
0542 /1041
0543 /7550 Skip if AC is greater than 0
0544 /5355 Jump to cell 555
0545 /7200 Reset counters for next test
0546 /3024
0547 /7200
0550 /3022
0551 /7200
0552 /7001
0553 /3043
0554 /5426 Jump to TTY
0555 /7200 Increment number in cell 22 by two
0556 /1022
0557 /7001
9560 /7001
0561 /3022
0562 /7200 Increment number in cell 43 by two
0563 /1043
0564 /7001
0565 /7001
0566 /3043
0567 /4225 Jump to Double Spacing subroutine
0570 /5310 Jump to cell 510 and do more testing
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Appendix A (cont,)

DELAY Subroutine

0(410

orn1
0402
0603
016(1/1

0605
(i41

0607
0610
0611
0612
0613
0614
0615
0616
0617

/7000
/7000
/0000
/p203
/5204
/0000
/2206
/5207
/0000
/2211
/5212
/0000
/22114

/5215
/5600

Ino,reuent cell 603 and skip if content: =
Jump back to cell 604,

LK', 606

ISZ 611

ISZ 614

Jump indirect to cell 600

0

Subroutine for Printing Heading

0640 /0510
0641 /7300
0642 /6046
0643 /1254
0644 /3010
0645 /1031
0646 /3034
0647 /1410
0650 /4437
0651 /2024
0652 /5247
0653 /5640

Codes for Heading Letters

0654 /or,s4 Code for F
0655 /306
0656 /0325
0657 /03.16
0660 /0303
0661 /0324 1
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Appendix A (cont.)

ca

0(,62. /0311 Code for I
0663 /817 0

/r1 ;41
0665 /0301 A
0666 /0314
0667 /0240
0670 /0324
0671 /0305
0672 /0323
0673 /03Pb
0674 /0311
0675 /0316
0676 /0307
0677 /0240
0700 /0317 0

0701 /0306
0702 /0240
0703 /0301 A
0704 /0316
0705 /0240
0706 /0323
0707 /0316
0710 /0267 7
0711 /0264 4
0712 /0260 0

0713 /0260 0

0714 /0240
0715 /0311
0716 /0316
0717 /0324
0720 /0305
0721 /0307
0722 /0322
0723 /0301 A
0724 /0324
0725 /0305
0726 /0304
0727 /02/10
0730 /0303
0731 /0311
0732 /0322
0733 /0303
0734 /0325
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Appendix A (cont.)

9735 /0311 Code for
9716 /9324
0737 /0215 CR
0740 /0212 LF
0741 /0c!12, LF
0742 /0324.
0743 /(1310
0744 /0305
0745 /0240
0746 /0323
0747 /0305
0750 /0321
0751 /0325
0752 /0305
0753 /0316
075/4 /0303
0755 /0305
0756 /0240
0757 /0317 0

07 60 /0306
0761 /0240
0762 /0324
07 63 /0305
07 64 /0323
0765 /0324
0766 /0311
0767 /0316
0770 /0307
0771 /0240
0772 /0311
0773 /0323
0774 /0240
0775 /0301 A
0776 /0323
0777 /0240
1000 /0306
1001 /0317 0

1002 /0314
1003 /0314
1004 /0317 0

1005 /0327
1006 /0323
1007 /0272
1010 /0215 CR
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1011 /0210
1012 /ilm
iel3 /o3o7
Jolh /0301
1015 /0324
1016 /0305
1017 /0243
1020 /0261
1021 /0240
1022 /0240
1023 /0240
1024 /0240
1025 /02/10
1026 /0307
1027 /0301
1030 /0324
1031 /0305
1032 /0243
1033 /0262
1034 /0215
1035 /0212
1036 /0212
1037 /0307
10/10 /0301
1041 /0324
1042 /0305
1043 /0243
1044 /0263
1045 /02/10
1046 /0240
1047 /0240
10513 /0240
1051 /0240
1052 /0307
1053 /0301
1054 /0324
1055 /0305
1056 /0243
1057 /0264
1060 /0215
1061 /0212
1062 /0212
1063 /0324
1064 /0310

Code for LF
LF

A

G
A
T
E

2
CR.

LF
LF
G
A
T
E

3
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Appendix A (cont.)

1065 /0305 Code for E
1066 /02 /In

106/ /0322 B
1070 /0317 0
1271 /0317 0
1072 /031 L
1073 /0305 E
1074 /0301 A
1075 /0316 N
1076 /0240
1077 /0317 0
1100 /0325 U
1101 /0324 T
1102 /0320 P
1103 /0325 U
1104 /0324 T
1105 /0323 S

1106 /0240
1107 /0317 0

1110 /0306 F.

1111 /0240
1112 /0305 E
1113 /0301 A
1114 /0303 C

1115 /0310 H
1116 /0240
1117 /0327 G

1120 /0301 A
1121 /0324 T

1122 /0305 E

1123 /0240
1124 /0301 A
1125 /0322 R
1126 /0305 E
1127 /0240
1130 /0307 G

1131 /0311 1

1132 /0326 V
1133 /0305 E

1134 /0316 N
1135 /0240
1136 /0302 B

-1137 /0305 E
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Appendix A (cont. 

I 1;c /cyltil Cede for L 
11,!1 0 

0C3P7 
1143 /0';?72 

1144 /0215 CR 
1145 /0212 LF 
1146 /0212 LF 
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Appendix A (cont.)

The result of testing an SN7400 is shown below:

50013

FTINCT I ONAL TESTING OF AN SN7,100 INTEr1RATED CIRCUIT

THE SEQUENCE OF TESTING IS AS FOLLOWS:

GATE#1 GATE#2

GATE#3 GATE#4

THE BOOLEAN OUTPUTS OF EACH GATE ARE GIVEN BELOW:

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
LOW

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
LOW

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
LOW

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
LOW
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APPENDIX B
RESULT OF TESTING AN SN7402

rinOG

FUNCTIONAL TESTING OF AN SN7402 2- I NPUT NOh GATE

THE SEQUENCE OF TESTING IS AS FOLLOWS:

GATE# I GATE#2

GATE#3 GATE#4

THE BOOLEAN OUTPUTS OF EACH GATE Al E GIVEN BELOW:

HIGH
LOW
LOW
LOW

HIGH
LOW

LOW

HIGH
LOW
LOW
LOW

HIGH
LOW
LOW
LOW
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APPENDIX C
RESULT OF TESTING AN SN7408

500G

FUNCTIONAL TESTING OF AN SN7408 2-INPUT AND GATE

Tiff SEQUENCE OF TESTING IS AS FOLLOWS:

GATF#1 GATE#2

GATE#3 GATE#4

THE BOOLEAN OUTPUTS OF EACH GATE ARE GIVEN BELOW:

LOW
LOW
LOW
HIGH

LOW
LOW
LOW
HIGH

LOW
LOW
LOW
HIGH

LOW
LOW
LOW
HIGH
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APPENDIX D

FLOW CHART FOR TESTING SN7473

URN ON ELECTRN.
SWITCH CHAN. 1

PRINT HEADING

B PRESET FF TO
"0" STATE

IPPLY "0" TO
BOTH J AND KL
CLOCK FF,CHECK,
PRINT RESULT

PRESET FF TO
"1" STATE

CLOCK FF,CHECK,
PRINT RESULT

APPLY "0" TO J
APPLY "1" TO K

lr

PRESET FF TO
"0" STATE

CLOCK FF,CHECK, I
PRINT RESULT

PRESET FF TO
"1" STATE

CLOCK FF,CHECK, 1
PRINT RESULT

PPLY "1" TO J
PPLY "0" TO K

PRESET FF TO
"0" STATE

'CLOCK FF,CHECK,
PRINT RESULT

IPRESET FF TO
"1" STATE

CLOCK FF,CHECK,
PRINT RESULT

APPLY "1" TO
BOTH J AND K

PRESET FF TO
"0" STATE

CLOCK FF,CHECK,
PRINT RESULT

I LPRESET FF TO
"1" STATE

NO

RESET COUNTER
RETURN TO TTY

Figure 17. Flow Chart for Appendix D



APPENDIX D
PROGRAM FOR TESTING SN7473

Constants Table

121

0021 /0000 Code for 0 volt for Digital Power Supply
clo22 /00E0 DMPX channel 0
0023 /0006 MPLX channel 6 (dc testing)
0024. /0000 MPLX channel 0
0025 /0013 Data transferred in from A/D Converter
002( /7000 Code for TTY
0027 /71i00 Negative 400 (lower limit of "1")
0010 /03110 Code for +3.7 volts for Digital Power Supply
0031 /7964 Negative number of characters for heading
0032 /0376 Starting address of code for 0 and 5 spaces
0033 /7740 Negative 40
0034 /7747 Counter (zero when starting)
0035 /0011 DMPX 9 (both channels on)
0036 /0410 Address of CONVERT subroutine
0037 /0314 Address of "TYPE" in printing subroutine
0040 /0640 Address of subroutine for printing heading
0041 /7775 Negative 3
0042 /0230 Address of DECIDE subroutine
0043 /0001 DMPX 1
0044 /0600 Address of DELAY subroutine
0045 /7770 Negative 8
0046 /2000 Address of START subroutine
0047 /3000 Address of FORCED"0" subroutine
0050 /3020 Address of FORCED"1" subroutine
0051 /1072 Address of LABEL character set
0052 /1135 Address of FIVE-SPACES character set
0053 /7772 -6 characters for typing"0';"1", and 4 spaces
0054 /0314 Address of "TYPE"
0055 17746 -32 characters for LABEL
0056 /1162 Address of subroutine for printing LABEL
0057 /1200 Address of subroutine for printing 0 (no test)
0060 /1149 Address of subroutine for printing 5 spaces
0061 /1215 Address of subroutine for printing 1 (no test)
0062 /0322 Address of character set for "1 "and 5 spaces
0063 /1125 Address of CR and LF character set
0064 /1232 Subroutine for printing CR and LF
0065 /2001 Address for testing without heading printed
0066 /7776 Negative 2 for checking if testing is done
0067 /2200 Address of INCREMENT subroutine
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Appendix D (cont.)
DECIDE Subroutine

1,1

023(1 /0424
0231 /1027 Enter lower limit of
0232 /105 Enter data
0233 /7710 Skip if AC ?- 0 (decide if data is a nitt)
0234
0235

/5236
/430o

Jump to cell 236
Jump to subroutine for printing 111

0236 /1033 Enter upper limit of "0"
0237 /1025 Enter data
0240 /7710 Skip if AC ?_ 0 (decide if data is a It 0 )

0241 /4362 Jump to subroutine for printing "0"

Subroutine for Printing "BAD"

'1

024P /7300
0243 /6046 Initialize the Teletype printer
0244 /1255
0245 /3010
0246 /1331
0247 /3332
0250 /1410 Add indirect cell 10 (Auto-indexing)
0251 /4314 Jump to cell 314 ("TYPE")
0252 /2332
0253 /5250
0254 /5630 Jump indirect to cell 230 to return to 424
0255 /0255
0256 /0302 Code for B
0257 /0301 A
0260 /0304 D
0261 /0240 Space
0262 /0240
0263 /0240

Subroutine for Printing "1"

0300
0301
0302
0303
0304
0305

/0236
/7300
/6046
/1322
/3010
/1331

Clear AC and Link
Initialize the Teletype printer
Add content of cell 322 to AC
Deposit content of AC in cell 10
Add content of cell 331 to AC
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Appendix D (cont.)

T,1

o3n6 /33ir Deposit content of AC in cell 332
0307 /1410 Auto-indexing
0310 /314 Jump to cell 314
0311 /33:' Increment content in cell 332 and skip if 0
0112 /5307 Jump back to cell 307
0313 /5(,30 Jump indirect to cell 230
0314 /1173 Address of last entry to cell 314 is 1173
0315 /6041 Skip if teleprinter flag = 1
0316 /5315 Jump to cell 315
0317 /6046 Printing occurs here
0320 /7200 Clear AC
0321 /571 Jump indirect to cell 314
0322 /0322
0323 /0261 Code for 1
0324 /0240 Space
0325 /0240
0326 /020
0327 /0240
0330 /0240
0331 /7772 Negative 6
0332 /0000 Counter

Subroutine for Printing "0"

0362 /0242
0363 /7300
0364 /6046
0365 /1432
0366 /3010
0367 /1331
0370 /3332
0371 /1410
0372 /4314
0373 /2332
0374 /5371
0375 /5630
0376 /0376
0377 /0260 Code for 0
0400 /0240 Space
0401 /0240
0402 /0240
0403 /0240
0404 /0240
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Appendix D (cont.)
CONVERT Subroutine

1.!

0/110 /2160 Content = address of last entry
0/111 /7000 No operation
0412
0413 /6532 Enable A/D Converter
0414 /6531 Activate A/D Flag if conversion is finished
0415 /5214 Jump to 414 if conversion is not finished
0416 /7200 Clear AC
0417 /6534 Transfer data to AC from Temporary Storage
0420 /7000
0421 /3025 Deposit data contained in AC in cell 25
0422 /4444
0423 /4442 Jump indirect to DECIDE subroutine
0424 /5610 Jump indirect to cell 410

DELAY Subroutine

tai

0600 /0/123
0601 /7000
0602 /7000
0603 /0000
060/' /2203
0605 /5204
0606 /0000
0607 /2206
0610 /5207
0611 /0000
0612 /2211
0613 /5212
0614 /0000
0615 /2214
0616 /5215
0617 /5600

Increment content in cell 603 and skip if 0
Jump back to cell 604

Jump indirect to cell 600

Subroutine for Printing Heading

ca

0640 /2001
0641 /7300
0642 /6046
0643 /1254
0644 /3010

Cell 2001 = address of last entry
Clear AC and Link
Initialize the Teletype printer
Add content of cell 654 to AC
Deposit content of AC in cell 10
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Appendix D (cont.)

0645 /1031 Add content of cell 31 to AC (Negative no.)
0646 /3034 Deposit content of AC in cell 34
0647 /1410 Auto-indexing
0650 /4437 Jump indirect to cell 37 (then to "TYPE")
0651 /2(134 Increment cell 34 & skip if zero
0652 /5247 Jump to cell 647
0653 /5640 Jump indirect to cell 640

Codes for Heading and LABEL Characters

0654 /0654
0655 /0306 Code for F
0656 /0325 U
0657 /0316 N
0660 /0303 C

0661 /0324 T
0662 /0311 I
0663 /0317 0
0664 /0316 N

0665 /0301 A
0666 /0314 L
0667 /0240
0670 /0324 T
0671 /0305 E
0672 /0323 S

0673 /0324 T
0674 /0311 I
0675 /0316 N

0676 /0307 G

0677 /0240
0700 /0317 0
0701 /0306 F
0702 /0240
0703 /0301 A
0704 /0316 N

0705 /0240
0706 /0323 S

0707 /0316 N

07 10 /0267 7

0711 /0264
0712 /0267 7
0713 /0263 3



Appendix D (cont.)

/m!/Ifl

0715 /0304
0716 /0325
0717 /0301
0720 /0314
0721 /0240
0722 /0312
0723 /0255
0724 /0313
0725 /0240
0726 /0315
0727 /0301
0730 /0323
0731 /0324
0732 /0305
0733 /0322
0734 /0255
0735 /0323
0736 /0314
0737 /0301
0740 /0326
0741 /0305
0742 /0240
0743 /0306
0744 /0314
0745 /0311
0746 /0320
0747 /0255
0750 /0306
0751 /0314
0752 /0317
0753 /0320
07 54 /0215
0755 /0212
0756 /0212
0757 /0324
0760 /0310
0761 /0305
0762 /0240
0763 /0323
0764 /0305
0765 /0321
0766 /0325
07 67 /0305

Code for Space

A

A

A
V

F
L
I
P

S
E

U
E

126
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Appendix D (cont.)

w
0770 /0316 Code for N
0771 /0303
0772 /03(75
0773 /0240
0774 /0317 0
0775 /030r,
0776 /0240
0777 /0324
1000 /0305
1001 /0323
1002 /0324
1003 /0311
1004 /0316
1005 /0307
Ion(' /0240
1007 /0311
1010 /0323
1011 /0240
1012 /0301 A
1013 /0323
1014 /0240
1015 /0306
1016 /0317 0
1017 /0314
1020 /0314
1021 /0317 0
1022 /0327
1023 /0323
1024 /0272
1025 /0215 CR
1(7126 /0212 LF
1027 /0212 LF
1030 /0306
1031 /0314
1032 /0311
1033 /0320
1034 /0255
1035 /0306
1036 /0314.
1037 /0317 0

1040 /0320
1041 /0240
1042 /0243

11043/0261
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Appendix D (cont.)
''7

1044 /0240 Code for Space
1045 /020
)046 /020
1047 /m)./ lo

1050 /0306
1051 /0314
1052 /0311
1053 /0320
1054 /0255
1055 /0306 F
1056 /0314
1057 /0317 0

1060 /0320
1061 /0240
1062 /0243
1063 /0262 2

1064 /0256
1065 /0215 CR

1066 /0212 LF

1067 /0212 LF
1070 /0212 LF

1071 /0900 Blank
1072 /1072 Address of LABEL Character Set
1073 /0312 Code for J
1074 /0240
1075 /0240
1076 /0240
1077 /0240
1100 /0240
1101 /0313
1102 /0240
1103 /0240
1104 /0240
1105 /0240
1106 /0321
1107 /0250
1110 /0316
1111 /0251
1112 /0240
1113 /0240
1114 /0321
1115 /0250
1116 /0316
1117 /0253
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Appendix D (cont.)

1120 /0261 Code for 1
1121 /0251
1122 /0215 CR
1121 /2212 LF
1124 /0212 LF
1125 /1125 Address of CR and LF Character Set
1126 /0215 Code for CR
1127 /0212 LF
1130 /0212 LF
1131 /0000 Blank
1132 /0000
1133 /0000
1134 /0000
1135 /1135 Address of FIVE-SPACES Character Set
1136 /11215 Code for CR
1137 /0212 LF
1140 /0212
1141 /0212
1142 /0212
1143 /0212
1144 /0000
1145 /2161 Subroutine for Printing Five Spaces
1146 /7:W Clear AC and Link
1147 /6046 Initialize the Teletype printer.
115n /1452
1151 /1010
1152 /1053
1153 /3034
1154 /1410 Auto-indexing
1155 /4454 Jump indirect to "TYPE"
1156 /2034 Increment content in cell 34 and skip if 0
1157 /5354 Jump to cell 1154 for more printing
1160 /57/15 Jump indirect to cell 1145
1161 /0000
1162 /2012 Subroutine for printing LABEL
1163 /7300
1164 /6046
1165 /1451
1166 /3010
1167 /1055
1170 /3034
1171 /1410
1172 /4454
1173 /2034
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1174 /5371
1175 /5762
1176 /0000
1177 /0000
1200 /21 I I

1201 /7300
1202 /6046
1203 /1432
1204 /3010
1205 /1053
1206 /3034
1207 /1410
1210 /4454
1211 /P034
1212 /5207
1213 /5600
1214 /0000
1215 /2137
1216 /7300
1217 /6046
1220 /1462
1221 /3010
1222 /1053
1223 /3034
1224 /1410
122.5 /4454
1226 /2034
1227 /5224
1230 /5615
1231 /0000
1232 /2135
1233 /7300
1234 /6046
1235 /1463
1236 /3010
1237 /1053
1240 /3034
1241 /1410
1242 /4454
1243 /2034
1244 /5241
1245 /5632

Jump indirect to cell 1162

Subroutine for printing 0

Subroutine for printing 1

Subroutine for printing CR and LF

Jump indirect to cell 1232

130
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Appendix D (cont.)
START Subroutine

2000
2001
20(12

2003
P004
2005
2006
2007

/4440
/7000
/7200
/1023
/6542
/7000
/7200
/1024

Go to subroutine for printing heading
No operation (for extra cell need)

Set Electronic Switch chan. 1 (for dc testing)

2010 /6542 Set MPLX channel (channel # in cell 24)
2011 /4456 Type label
2012 /4457 Go to subroutine for printing 0 (no testing)
2013 /4457 Print another 0
2014 /7200
2015 /1021
2016 /6554 Set Digital Power Supply to 0 volt
2017 /7200
2020 /1022 Cell 22 contains code for 0
2021 /6562 Enable DMPX channel 0
2022 /6774 Enable Single-Pulse Gen. (this clocks the FF)
2023 /4447 Go to subroutine to preset FF to "0" state
2024 /7000
2025 /7200 Clear AC
2026 /1035 Cell 35 contains code for 9
2027 /6562 Enable DMPX chan. 9 (this makes both J&K zero)
2030 /6774 Clock the FF
2031 /4436 Go to cell 36 (then to CONVERT subroutine)
2032 /4464 Print CR and LF
2033 /4457 Print 0 (no testing)
2034 /4457 Print another 0
2035 /7200
2036 /1043 Cell 43 contains code for 1
2037 /6562 Set DMPX chan. 1 (this makes K =O, while J=1)
2040 /6774 Clock the FF. This presets FF to "1" state.
2041 /4436
2042 /7000
2043 /7200
2044 /1035 Cell 35 contains code for 9
2045 /6562 Enable DMPX chan. 9 (makes both J&K zero)
2046 /6774 Clock the FF
2047 /4436 Test to see if output = "1" as desired
2050 /7000
2051 /4464 Print CR and LF
2052 /4457 Print 0 (no testing)
2053 /4461 Print 1 (no testing)
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Appendix D (cont.)

2054
2055
056

2057
2060
2061
2062

/4447
/1200
/1022
/6562
/677
/4436
/7000

Preset FF to "0" state

Cell 22 contains code for DMPX channel 0
Make J = "0" while K = "1" (open ckt.)
Clock FF
Test to see if output = "0" as desired

2063 /4464 Print CR and LF
2064 /4457 Print 0 (no testing)
2065 /4461 Print 1 (no testing)
2066 /4450 Preset FF to "1" state
2067 /7200
2070 /1022
2071 /6562 Make J = "0" while K = "1"
2072 /6774
2073 /4436 Test to see if output = "0" as desired
2074 /7000
2075 /4464 Print CR and LF
207 6 /4461 Print 1
2077 /4457 Print 0
2100 /4447 Preset to "0" state
2101 /7200
2102 /1043
2103 /6562 Make K = "0" while J = "1" (open ckt.)
2104 /6774
2105 /4436 Test for a "1" as desired
2106 /4464
2107 /4461 Print 1
2110 /4457 Print 0
2111 /4450 Preset to "1" state
2112 /7200
2113 /1043
2114 /6562 Make K = "0" while J = "1"
2115 /6774
2116 /436 Test for a "1" as desired
2117 /7000
2120 /4464
2121 /4461 Print 1
2122 /4461 Print 1 again
2123 /4447 Preset to "0" state
2124 /7200
2125 /1030
2126 /6554 Set Digital Power Supply to +3.7 volts
2127 /7200
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Appendix D (cont.)

2130 /1035
2I31 /656,2 Set DMPX chan. 9 (this makes J = K = "1")
2132 /6774 Clock the FF
2133 //143( Test for a "1" as desired.
211/: /4461 Print CR and LF
2135 /44r1 Print 1
2136 /4461 Print 1 again
2137 /7200
2140 /1021
2141 /6554
2142 /7200
2143 /1013
21A/4 /6562
2145 /677
214 6 /1450 Preset to "1" state
2117 /7000
2150 /7200
2151 /1030
2152 /6554 Set Digital Power Supply to +3.7 volts
2153 /7200
2154 /1035
2155 /6562 Make J = K = "1"
2156 /6774 Clock the FF
2157 /4436 Test for a "0" as desired
2160 /4460 FIVE-SPACES Subroutine
2161 /7000
2162 /1(122
2163 /1066 Check to see if finish testing
2164 /7640 Skip if AC = 0
2165 /5167 Jump indirect to cell 67 for more testing
2166 /7000
2167 /7300 Testing finished so reset counters below
2170 /3022 Enter zero in cell 22
2171 /7300 Clear AC and Link
2172 /7001 Add 1 to AC
2173 /3043
2174 /7300
2175 /3024 Make cell 24 zero
2176 /5426 Return control mode to TTY
2177 /7000
2200 /7300 Testing not yet finished
2201 /1022
2202 /7001
2203 /7001
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Appendix D (cont.)

rat

2204 /3022 Increment cell 22 by 2
2205 /1043
2006 /7001
2207 /700
2210 /3043 Increment cell 43 by 2
2211 /1024
2212 /7001
2213 /3024 Increment cell 24 by 1
2214 /5465 Go to cell 65 to do more testing

PRESET Subroutine

3000
3001
3002
3003
3004
3005

/2124
/7200
/1021
/655/4

/7200
/1022

This part presets FF to "0" state (FORCED"0")

Enter 0 V code in Digit. Power Sup. Control
Set Digital Power Supply to 0 volt

3006 /6562 Set DMPX chan. 0 (this makes J=0 while K=1)
3007 /7200
3010 /1021
3011 /6554
3012 /7200
3013 /1022
3014 /6562
3015 /6774 Clock the FF
3016 /4436 Jump indirect to CONVERT subroutine
3017 /5600 Jump indirect to 3000 to return to 2124
3020 /2147 This part presets FF to "1" state (FORCED"1")
3021 /7200
3022 /1021
3023 /6554 Set Digital Power Supply to 0 volt
3024 /7200
3025 /1043
3026 /6562 Set DMPX chan. 1 (this makes K=0 while J=1)
3027 /6774 Clock the FF
3030 /4436 Jump indirect to CONVERT subroutine
3031 /5620 Jump indirect to 3020 to return to 2147
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Appendix D (cont.)
The result of testing an SN7473 is shown below:

POOOG
FUNCTIONAL TFSTING OF AN 5N7473 DUAL J-K FLIP-FLOP

TUE SFOOENCE OF TESTING IS AS FOLLOWS:

FLIP-FLOP

J It

#1

G(N)

FLIP-FLOP #2.

Q(N+1)

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0

0 I 1 0

1 0 0

1 0 1 1

1 1 0 1

1 1 1 0

J K OCN) Q(11+1)

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0

0 1 1 0

1 0 0

1 0 1 1

1 1 0 1

1 1 1



APPENDIX E
FLOW CHART FOR DETERMINING SINK CURRENT

YES

NTER CONSTANTS
VALUES

ET ELECT. SWIT.
CHANNEL 3

SAVE (AC) IN
CELL 64

SET D/A TO
VALUE OF (64)

ENABLE A/D &
SAVE ITS OUTPUT

136

NO EPOSIT (64) IN
AC & CONTINUE

COMPUTE ANSWER
IN OCTAL FORM

4,

CONVERT OCTAL TO
DECIMAL FORM

PRINT RESULT IN
DECIMAL FORM

RESET D/A TO 0.
RETURN TO TTY

Figure 18. Flow Chart for Appendix E
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APPENDIX E
PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING SINK CURRENT

Constants Table

0020
0021
0022
0023

/5124
/3104
/0002
/000n

Content = octal no. to be converted to dec. no.
Contents = hundreds, tens, & units in BCD
Content = thousands in BCD
Content = negative value of octal no.

0024 /0021 For indirect reference (I. R.)
0025 /0021 For resetting. Content refers to cell 21.
0026 /0030 For Z.R.- Content refers-to cell 30.
0027 /0030 For resetting
0030 /0017 Content is a constant for masking purposes
0031 /0360
0032 /7400
0033 /0017
0034 /0036 For I.R.
0035 /0036 For resetting
0036 /7767 Content is a constant for 9's check
0037 /7560
0040 /3400
0041 /7767
0042 /0044 For I.R.
0043 /0044 For resetting
0044 /0001 For counting no. of l's & clearing of 9's
0045 /0007
0046 /0147
0047 /0001
0050 /7775 Content = negative 3 (for counting 3 times)
0051 /7775 For resetting
0052 /0260 Content = ASCII code for 0
0053 /7520 Content = ASCII code for -0
0054 /0215 ASCII code for CR
0055 /0000 ASCII code for blank
0056 /7000 Content = code for TTY in OET program
0057 /0266 Content = code of character before printing
0060 /7744 Negative 34 (= -0.4 V from D/A)
0061 /7740 Negative 40 (= -0.4 V from A/t)
0062 /0005 Content = actual data read in from A/D
0063 /0005 Content = MPLX channel 5
0064 /0036 Content = digital value of input to D/A
0065 /0200 Content = address of OCT-DEC subroutine
0066 /0006 Content = MPLX chan.6 (Elect. Switch chan.1)
0067 /0256 Content = ASCII code for decimal point
0070 /0600 Not used
0071 /0446 For I.R.
0072 /7732 Negative 46 (= no. of characters in heading)
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0071 /0000
0074 /0500
0075 /0600

138

Content serves as counter (zero when starting)
For I.E.
Content = address of DELAY subroutine

OCT-DEC Conversion Subroutine

w
0200 /0443
0201 /7600
0202 /3021
0203 /3022
0204 /1020
0205 /7440
0206 /5210
0207 /5302
0210 /7041
0211 /3023
0212 /1424
0213 /0426
0214 /1434
0215 /7640
0216 /5227
0217 /2026
0220 /203
0221 /2042
0222 /2050
0223 /5P12
0224 /2024
0225 /3021
0226 /5212
0227 /1424
0230 /1442
0231 /3424
0232 /1025
0233 /3024
0234 /1027
0235 /3026
0236 /1035
0237 /3034

Cell 200=start. address of OCT-DEC subroutine
Clear AC
Deposit content of AC in cell 21
Deposit content of AC in cell 22
Add content of 20 to AC
Skip on zero AC
Jump to cell 210
Jump to cell 302 and print 0 (does not happen)
CIA (this gives neg. value of octal no.)
Deposit the negative no. in cell 23
Add indirect content of cell 24
AND indirect with content of cell 26
Add indirect content of cell 34
Skip if AC = 0 (if skip, have a 9)
Jump to cell 227 (don't have a 9)
Increment content of cell 26 & skip if zero
Increment content of cell 34 & skip if zero
Increment content of cell 42 & skip if zero
Increment content of cell 50 & skip if zero
Jump to back to cell 212
Increment content of cell 24 & skip if zero
Deposit content of AC in cell 21
Jump back to cell 212
Add indirect content of cell 24
Add indirect content of cell 42
Deposit indirect in cell 24 (count no. of I's)
Resetting

11
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Appendix E (cont.)

0240
0241
0242
0243
0244
0245
024
0247
0250
0251
0252

/1043
/3042
/1051
/3050
/2023
/5212
/7000
/7000
/7000
/7000
/7300

Resetting

Increment and skip if zero
Jump back to cell 212
For extra cell need

Clear AC and Link
0253 /1022 Add content of cell 22 to AC
0254 /1052 Add the no. 260 to AC
0255 /1053 Add -260 to AC
0256 /7640 Skip if AC = 0 and clear AC
0257 /4321 Jump to cell 321
0260 /7300 Clear AC and Link
0261 /1021 Add content of cell 21 to AC
0262 /7012 Rotate AC and Link right two bits
0263 /7012 to

0264 /7012
0265 /7012 cr

0266 /0033 AND AC with content of cell 33 (masking)
0267 /1052 Add 260 to AC to obtain ASCII code
0270 /3057 Deposit the ASCII code in cell 57 for printing
0271 /4340 Jump to cell 340 to print the character

Thousand's Digit and Printing Subroutines

'4

0320 /5471
0321 /0260 Content = address of last entry
0322 /7300 Clear AC and Link
0323 /1022 Add content of cell 22 to AC
0324 /1052 Add content of cell 52 to AC
0325 /3057 Deposit in cell 57
0326 /4330 Jump to cell 330
0327 /5721 Jump indirect to cell 321
0330 /0327 Content = address of last entry
0331 /7300 Clear AC and Link
0332 /1057 Add content of cell 57 to AC
0333 /6046 Print a character
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03:4 /0/11 Skip if printer flag = 1
0335 /533/1 Jump back to cell 334 if not finished
0336 /7300 Clear AC and Link
0337 p3730 Jump indirect to cell 330
0340 /0272 Content = address of last entry
0341 /7300 Clear AC and Link
0342 /1057 Add content of cell 57 to AC
033 /6046 Print a character
0344 /6041 Skip if printer flag = 1
0345 /5344 Jump back to cell 344 if not finished
0346 /7300 Clear AC and Link
0347 /5471 Jump indirect to cell 71

START Subroutine

0373
0374
0375
0376
0377
0400

/4474
/7300
/1066
/652
/7300
/1063

Go to print heading
This is where the real work begins.

Set Electronic Switch channel 1 (dc testing)

0401 /6542 Set MPLX channel 5 (for sink current)
0402 /7300 Clear AC and Link
0403 /7(101 Increment AC by 1
04K14 /7001 rr

0405 /7001 11

0406 /3064 Save content in cell 64
0407 /1064 Put the same content in AC
0410 /6554 Activate the D/A Converter
0411 /4475 Jump to DELAY subroutine
0412 /6532 Enable A/D Converter
0413 /6531 Activate SKIP BUS if conversion is finished
0414 /5213 Jump back to cell 413 and wait
0415 /7300 Clear AC and Link
0416 /7000
0417 /6534 Transfer data from A/D to AC
0420 /7000
0421 /3062 Save data in cell 62
0422 /1062 Put the same data back in AC
0423 /1061 Compare with upper limit
0424 /7710 Skip if AC 0 and clear AC
0425 /5244 Jump to cell 444 to continue



Appendix E (cont.)

0426
0427
0430

/7000
/10(4
/1064

Add digital value in eel 64 to AC
Repeat above process

0431 /1064 This is done 6 times'
0432 /1064 This, in effect, multiplies the value by 6.
0433 /1064 This takes care of the gain (6X) of the HP
0434 /1064 power amplifier.
0435 /1060 This subtracts 0.4 V (limit) from AC
0436 /3020 Save this value in cell 20
0437 /1020 Multiply the value by 2 (constant factor)
0440 /1020 This was determined empirically.
0441 /3020 Save the new value (octal answer) in cell 20
0442 /4465 Convert into decimal no. and print
0443 /7000
0444 /1064 Not yet 0.4 V, so increment D/A by 3 at 403
0445 /5203 Jump to cell 403
0446 /7300 Testing done so clear cell 64
0447 /3064 Put 0 in cell 64
0450 /1064 Put 0 in AC
0451 /6554 Make D/A zero for next test
0452 /5456 Return command mode to TTY

Subroutine for Printing Heading

0500
0501
0502
0503

/0374
/7300
/6046
/1322

Content = address of last entry

Initialize the Teletype printer
Add content of cell 522 to AC

0504 /3010 Deposit this value in cell 10
0505 /1072 Add negative 46 to AC
0506 /3073 Save this number in cell 73
0507 /1410 Auto-indexing
0510 /4314 Jump to cell 514
0511 /2073 Increment content of cell 73 & skip if zero
0512 /5307 Go to cell 507 and fetch another character
0513 /5700 Jump indirect to cell 500
0514 /0511 Content = address of last entry
0515 /6041 Skip if teleprinter flag = 1
0516 /5315 Go back to cell 515 and wait
0517 /6046 Printing occurs here
0520 /7200 Clear AC
0521 /5714 Jump indirect to cell 514
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0502 /0520 Content = address of character set for heading
0523 /0324 Code for T
052/i /0310
0525 /0305
0526 /0240
0527 /0323
0530 /0311 I

0531 /0316
0532 /0313
0533 /0240
0534 /0303
0535 /0325
0536 /0322
0537 /0322
0540 /0305
0541 /0316
0542 /0324
0543 /0240
0544 /0311
0545 /0316
0546 /0240
0547 /0315
0550 /0311
0551 /0314
0552 /0314
0553 /0311
0554 /0255 -

0555 /0301 A
0556 /0315
0557 /0320
0560 /0305
0561 /0322
0562 /0305
0563 /0240
0564 /0311
0565 /0323
0566 /0240
0567 /0212 IMF'

0570 /0212 IMF'
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DELAY Subroutine

0600 /0412 Content = address of last entry
0601 /7010 No operation
Or,0P, /7000

0603 /7000
0604 /7000
0605 /5600 Jump indirect to cell 600



Appendix E (cont.)

An SN7400 NAND gate was tested and the result is shown

below:

373G
THE SINK CURRENT IN MILLI-AMPERE IS

26

11-14



APPENDIX F
FLOW CHART FOR DETERMINING UNIT LOAD CURRENT

ENTER CONSTANTS
VALUES

tIURN ON ELECTRN.
SWITCH CHAN. 3

ENABLE A/D TO
DIGITIZE DATA

FOR REFERENCE
LET X = DATA

YES NO
X > 1.0MA ?

145

NO

YES

PRINT 1.0 MA YES
RETURN TO TTY

PRINT 1.2 MA
RETURN TO TTY

NO

YES
NO PRINT 0.8 MA

RETURN TO TTY

X > 0.6 MA ?

YES PRINT 1.4 MA
RETURN TO TTY

PRINT 1.6 MA
RETURN TO TTY

YES

PRINT LIMT
RETURN TO TTY

RETURN TO TTY
PRINT 0.6 MA I

Figure 19. Flow Chart for Appendix F
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. APPENDIX F
PROGRAM FOE DETERMINING. UNIT LOAD CURRENT

Constants Table

nor) r7r2 Neg. 3.3 V 4.- 0.6 MA of unit load -current
0021 /7102 Neg. 4.4 V 0.8
0022 /6723 Neg. 3.5 V -4.. 1.0
0023 /6542 Neg. 6.6 V .1* 1.2
0024 /6362 Neg. 7.7 V 4* 1.4
0025 /6202 Neg. 8.8 V 1.6
0026 /6020 Neg, 9.9 V 1.8 U

0027 /0010 MPLX char, 8 (unit load current testing)
0030 /1172 Data from A/t Converter
0031 /7744 Neg. 34 = no of characters for heading
0032 /0000 Counter (zero when starting)
0033 /0154 Address of heading subroutine
0034 /7000 Code for TTY in ODT high version
0035 /0233 Appropriate address for printing.result
0036 /0233 Address of characters forming 1.2 MA
0037 /0242 1.4
0040 /0251 1.6
o@'41 /0260 U >LINT
0042 /0267 II 1.0
0043 /0276 0.6
0044 /0305 0.8
0045 /0314 Address of subroutine to type x.y MA
00t( /1772 -6 = no, of characters in x.y MA
0047 /0336 Subroutine to type heading & then 1.2 MA
0050 /0343 1.4
0051 /0350 a 1.6
0052 /0355 H >LIMT
0053 /0362 H 1.0
0054 /0367 0.6
0055 /0374 il 0.



Appendix F (cont.)
START Subroutine

0100 /7200
0101 /1027
0102 /6542
0103 /653P
0104 /6531
0105 /5104
0106 /7200
O 107 /6534
0110 /7000
0111 /3030
0112 /7000
0113 /7200
0114 /1030
O 115 /1022
0116 /7550
0217 /5140
O 120 /7200
O 121 /1030
0122 /1023
0123 /7550
012/4 /5447
0129 /7200
0126 /1030
0127 /1024
0130 /1550
0131 /5450
0132 /7200
0133 /1030
0134 /1025
0135 /7550
0136 /5491
0137 /545P
01A0 /7200
0141 /1030
0142 /1021
0143 /7550
0144 /5146
0145 /5453
0146 /7200
0147 /1030
0150 /1020
0151 /7550
0152 /5454
0153 /5455
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Set MPLX char.8 (Electronic Switch chan.3)
Enable A/D Converter
Activate SKIP BUS if conversion iS finished
Go back to cell 104
Clear AC
Transfer data from A/n to AC

Deposit data in cell 30

Compare data with 1.0 MA

Skip if AC is greater than 0
Go to cell 140 if not greater than C

Compare data with 1.2 MA

Skip if AC is greater than 0
Jump indirect to cell 47 to print result

Compare data with 1.4 MA

Skip if AC is greater than 0
Jump indirect to cell 50 to print result

Compare data with 1.6 MA

Skip if AC is .greater than 0
Jump indirect to cell 51 to print result
Jump indirect to cell 52 to print >LINT

Compare data with 0.8 MA

Skip if AC is greater than 0
Jump to cell 146
Jump indirect to cell 53 to print result

Compare data with 0.6 MA

Skip if AC is greater than 0
Jump in(lirect to cell 54 to print result
Jump indirect to cell 55 to print 0.8 MA



Appendix F (cont.)

Subroutine for Printing Heading
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01',4

0155
0156

/0337
/7300
/rO46 Initialize Teletype printer

0157 /1176 Put content of cell 176 in AC
0160 /3010 Save this content in cell 10
61161 /1031 Put reg. no. of charac. to be printed in AC
0162 /3032 Save this no. in cell 32
0163 /1410 Auto-indexing
0164 /4170 Go to cell 170
0165 /2032 Increment content of cell 32 & skip if zero
0166 /5163 Go back to cell 163 & fetch another character
0167 /5554 Jump indirect to cell 154
0170 /0165 Content = last entry
0171 /6041 Skip if printer flag = 1
0172 /5171 Go back to cell 171
0173 /6046 Printing occurs here
0174 /7200 Clear AC
0175 /5570 Jump indirect to cell 170

Heading Character Set

0176 /0176
0177 /0324 Code for T
0200 /0310 H
0201 /0305 E
0202 /0240
0203 /0325 U
0204 /0316 N
0205 /0311 I

0206 /0324 T
0207 /0240
0210 /0314 L
0211 /0317 0
0212 /0301 A
0213 /0304 D
0214 /0240
0215 /0303 C

0216 /0325 U
0217 /0322 R

0220 /0322
0221 /0305 E
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0202 /0316 Code for N
0223 /0324
0224 /0240
0225 /0311 1
0226 /0323 S
0221 /0240
0230 /021.5 CR
0231 /0212 LF
c4232 /0212 LF

Character Set for x.y MA

0233
0234
0235
0236
0237

/0233
/0261
/0256
/0262
/0315

Code for 1

2

0240 /0301 A
0241 /0215 CR
0242 /0242 Content = address
0243 /0261 1

0244 /0256
0245 /0264 4
0246 /0315
0247 /0301 A
0250 /0215 CR
0251 /0251 Content = address
0252 /0261 1

0253 /0256
0254 /0266
0255 /0315
0256 /0301 A
0257 /0215 CR
0260 /0260 Content = address
0261 /0276
0262 /0214
0263 /0311
0264 /0315
0265 /0324
@266 /0215 CR
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0267 /0n 7 Content = a dress
027o /rvfA Code for 1
027/ /n2560227273 /0060 0

0 /2 315
0274 /0301 A
0275 /0215 CB

0276 /0276 Content = address
0277 /02(41 0

0300 /0256
0301 /0266
0302 /0315
0303 0301 A
W-104 /0215 CR

0305 /0305 Content = address
0306 /0260 0

0307 /0256
0310 /0270 8

0311 /0315
0312 /0301 A
0313 /0215 ca

Subroutine for Printing x.y MA

0314 /0342
0315 /7300 Clear AC and Link
0316 /6046 Initialize Teletype printer
0317 /1435 Add indirect the content of cell 35 to AC
0320 /3010 Deposit this number in cell 10
0321 /1046 Add the content of cell 46 to AC
0322 /3032 Deposit this number in cell 32
0323 /1410 Auto-indexing
0324 /4330 Go to cell 330 to print result
0325 /2032 Increment content of cell 32 & skip if zero
0326 /5323 Cell 32 is not zero, so go batk to cell 323
0327 /5714 Jump indirect to cell 314
0330 /0325 Content = address of last entry
0331 /6041 Skip if teleprinter flag = 1
0332 /5331 Go back to cell 331 because flag $ 1
0333 /6046 Printing occurs here
0334 /7200 Clear PC
0335 /5730 Jump indirect to cell 330
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Subprogram for Loading into Cell 35 the Appropriate
Starting Address of Subroutine fo-e Printing Result

0336 /4433 Go to print heading
0337 /1036 Put content of cell 36 in AC
0340 /3035 Save this content in cell 35
0341 /4445 Print 1.2 MA
0342 /5434 Return control mode to TTY
0343 /4433 Go to print heading
0344 /1037 Put content of cell 37 in AC
0345 /3035 Save this content in, cell 35
0346 /4445 Print 1.4 MA
0347 /5434 'Return control mode to TTY
0350 //i1133 Go to print heading
0351 /1040 Put content of cell 4o in AC
0352 /3035 Save this content in cell 35
0353 /4445 Print 1.6 MA
0354 /5434 Return control mode to TTY
0355 /4433 Go to print heading
0356 /1041 Put content of cell 41 in AC
0357 /3035 Save this content in cell 35
0360 /4445 Print >LIMT
0361 /5434 Return control mode to TTY
0362 /4433 Go to print heading
0363 /1042 Put content of cell 42 in AC
0364 /3035 Save this content in cell 35
0365 /1411/45 Print 1.0 MA
0366 /5434 Return control mode to TTY
0367 /4433 Go to print heading
0370 /1043 Put content of cell 43 in AC
0371 /3035 Save this content in cell 35
0372 /4445 Print 0.6 MA
0373 /5434 Return control mode to TTY
0374 /4433 Go to print heading
0375 /4044 Put content of cell 44 in AC
0376 /3035 Save this content in cell 35
0377 /4445 Print 0.8 MA
0400 /5434 Return control mode to TTY
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An SN7400 NAND gate was tested and the result is show

below:

100G
THE UNIT LOAD CURRENT IS

1.2MA



Parts Name

D/A Converter

A/D Converter

Sampling Unit

FET Probe

FET Probe Power
Supply

Oscilloscope

Matrix Switch

Power Amplifier

Power Supplies

JFET's

TTL IC's (all)

Diodes

Diodes

Transistors

UJT

Operational
amplifiers

DUT Socket

Minicomputer

APPENDIX G
PARTS LIST

ManUfacturer

Varadyne (now Datel)

Zeltex, Inc.

Tektronix, Inc.

ft

it

Cherry Electrical
Products Corp.

Hewlett-Packard

Texas Instruments

ft

155

Part Number

98BI

ZD461

P6051

1101

RM43

20X40

6824A

6284A

2N3820

SN74-- series

1N-3064

11134A

2N2221

2N2646

Fairchild_ Semi-
conductor 741

EL Instruments, Inc. SK-1C

Digital Equipment Corp. PDP-8/L


